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Abstract
This thesis mainly deals with the synthesis and characterization of arene-
based pi-conjugated systems. The content can be divided into three major
parts. In the first section, a series of tetraaryl-anthraquinodimethane derivatives
(Ar4 –AQs) was synthesized via Suzuki coupling reactions, and these compounds
were subjected to intramolecular cyclization reactions under chemical and
photochemical conditions with the aim of making highly pi-delocalized polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). The Ar4 –AQs and their cyclized products were
investigated by various spectroscopic analyses, including NMR, UV-Vis absorption
spectroscopy, and X-ray crystallography to understand their structural, electronic,
and photochemical properties. In the second part, microporous organic cross-linked
polymer networks were successfully prepared from Schiff base condensation of a
tetrabis(carboxaldehyde)-substituted Ar4 –AQ and para-phenylenediamine. Under
optimized conditions, the resulting microporous organic materials showed good
microporosity and crystallinity. In the third section, the detailed reaction mechanisms
of intramolecular alkyne-dithiolium [3+2] cycloaddition reactions were investigated
by a joint experimental and theoretical approach. A number of alkynyl-subsituted
phenyldithiafulvenes was prepared as model compounds. Density functional theory
(DFT) calculations were performed to reveal the effects of pH and degree of pi-
conjugation on reactivity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 From Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
(PAHs) to Graphene
1.1.1 Introduction to PAHs
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) can be viewed as segments of graphene,
which is an intriguing two-dimensional carbon allotrope composed of a single-layer
of sp2 carbon atoms. PAHs can be widely found in the residues of incomplete
combustion of coal, oil, petrol, wood, and other organic materials, and even in
interstellar space.1 They are harmful persistent organic pollutants and in some cases
even carcinogenic, and can be accumulated in nature and humans.2,3 Synthesis and
purification of functionalized PAHs with high molecular weights are challenging. The
seminal research on the synthesis and characterization of PAHs was done by R. Scholl
and E. Clar in the first half of the 20th century.1,4–8 More recently, the progress in
1
modern synthetic methods and analytical techniques has made it possible to efficiently
synthesize various PAHs under mild conditions. PAHs contain two or more fused
benzene rings; the systems made up of four or less than four fused rings are referred
to as light PAHs, while those have more than four rings are heavy PAHs. Structurally,
the benzenoid ring arrangements in PAHs have a wide diversity of physical, chemical,
and toxicological properties. The hydrophobicity and electrochemical stability of
PAHs increase as the size and angularity of PAHs increase.9 The thermal and chemical
stabilities of PAHs depend both on their size and the topological arrangement of the
benzenoid rings. Figure 1.1 shows a group of commonly seen PAHs. According to
Clar’s aromatic sextet rule, the most significant resonance structure of a PAH has the
largest number of disjoint aromatic pi-sextets.10 Generally speaking, the greater the
number of aromatic pi-sextets the more stability a PAH system possesses.
Figure 1.1: Chemical structures of representative PAHs.
2
1.1.2 Graphene and Nanographene
Graphene can be regarded as a PAH -+consisting of an infinite number of benzene
rings fused together. Since the first successful isolation by Andre Geim and
Konstantin Novoselov in 2004, graphene has attracted intensive research interest
due to its special chemical structure and properties.11 Graphene is a zero bandgap
semiconductor with bipolar electrical properties. It exhibits excellent mechanical
properties with high Young’s modulus, high thermal conductivity, and a very large
specific surface area. Graphene also exhibits remarkable optical properties, high
transparency, and excellent electrical properties.11 All these properties have made
graphene a popular electronic material in various fields, ranging from solar cells,
light-emitting diodes (LED), touch panels, to smart window or cell phones.12 It can
be also used in other electronic devices, such as capacitors and field effect transistors
(FETs).11 Key physical processes involved in the operation of these electronic devices
include the formation, transport, and recombination of electrical charges. One of
the most important parameters for solid-state electronic materials is the mobility
of charge carriers. In the field of organic electronics, various PAH compounds
have been designed and tested. Usually, organic materials with high crystallinity
show good charge carrier mobility, but their processability tends to decrease with
increased crystallinity.13 Liquid-crystalline materials with good solubility can improve
solution processability and facilitate the fabrication of high-quality thin film devices.14
Conjugated oligomers and polymers are also widely used as active materials for
organic electronics. However, the one-dimensional structure of a polymer/oligomer
has a serious limitation, which is low conductivity in the solid state.15,16 In addition to
3
the above organic materials, disc-like PAHs with extended two dimensional structures
and high purity are growing in interest. Figure 1.2 illustrates typical examples of such
disc-like PAHs, including triphenylene, coronene and hexa-peri -hexabenzocoronene
(HBC). These PAHs were termed “nanographenes” in recent literature because they
are small segments of graphene on the nanometer scale.
Figure 1.2: Typical examples of disc-like PAHs.
Large PAHs or nanographenes usually possess very poor solubility in various
solvents, owing to the strong pi-stacking of these planar molecules.11 Attachment
of flexible aliphatic chains to the edges of PAHs can significantly increase their
solubility and alter their thermal behaviour. The disc-like aromatic cores of PAHs
can stack on one another to form highly ordered columnar assemblies, with their
disordered alkyl chains filling the periphery.17 Such structures favor the overlap
of pi-orbitals and significantly increases the charge carrier mobility of the solid
materials. Furthermore, charge transport can be enhanced by shortening the
distance between adjacent molecular building blocks using non-covalent forces such as
hydrogen bonding interactions.18–20 Charge carrier transport occurs along the stacks
of PAHs due to intra-columnar packing, but is limited by the surrounding insulating
4
aliphatic chains.21 Because of these properties, disc-like PAHs or nanographenes have
been identified as promising organic semiconductors in the application of FETs and
photovoltaic devices. Increasing the size of the aromatic core of this kind of materials
could improve the order of columnar superstructures and overlap of pi-orbitals, which
in turn enhance the charge carrier mobility.22 But the synthesis of relatively large
PAHs (i.e., nanographenes) becomes more and more challenging as molecular size
increases.
1.1.3 Synthesis of Nanographenes
1.1.3.1 Coronene and Hexa-peri -hexabenzocoronene
Large graphenes can be prepared by exfoliation of highly ordered pyrolitic graphite
(HOPG); however, the exfoliated graphenes are not well defined in structure and
may contain many defects which affect their electronic properties considerably.11
Nanographenes, on the other hand, provide a solution to this problem, since they
can be readily prepared with well-defined and defect-free structures. For example,
coronene and HBC are D6h-nanographenes with very promising applications. The
aromatic core of coronene is relatively small, which leads to better solubility in
organic solvents compared with the relatively large HBC. Practically, coronene
can be produced during the petroleum-refining process of hydrocarbon cracking, in
the form of needle-like crystals with a monoclinic, herringbone-like solid packing
structure.23–25 The application of unfunctionalized coronene is however limited by
its low solubility. Functionalized coronenes can solve the solubility problems but
there are only a few examples existing in the literature.23–25 Shen and coworkers used
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TpRuPPh3(CH3CN)2PF6 as catalyst to prepare substituted coronene derivatives by
four-fold benzannulations with yields of 53% to 86% (Scheme 1.1). The use of an
expensive catalyst, however, makes this method impractical for scaled-up synthesis.
Scheme 1.1: Synthesis of functionalized coronenes through TpRuPPh3(CH3CN)2PF6
catalyzed benzannulation reactions.
Another approach for coronene synthesis was reported by the Mu¨llen group in
2008.25 The key step of the synthesis is the generation of a [2,2,2]paracyclophane
through a sequence of a doubly Z -selective Wittig reaction and a McMurry reaction
under pseudo-dilution conditions (Scheme 1.2). This paracyclophane precursor 15
was then subjected to photoirradiation (λ = 300 nm) in the presence of an oxidant
such as iodine to produce coronene product 16 in a yield of 80%. Compared with
Shen’s method, Mu¨llen’s synthesis avoided the use of expensive catalysts. However,
the double Wittig reaction only gave a moderate yield of 46% and the McMurry
reaction gave a 48% yield. Thus the total yield of the synthesis was low. In Mu¨llen’s
work, the methoxy-substituted coronene was found to show very good solubility in
CH2Cl2, which is a significant improvement compared to unsubstituted coronene. The
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presence of methoxy groups increases the intermolecular pi–pi stacking distance and
decreases intermolecular attraction (aggregation).
Scheme 1.2: Sythesis of substituted coronenes reported by Mu¨llen’s group in 2008.
Compared with coronene, there have been more synthetic methods developed for
the preparation of HBC. Among them, the Scholl reaction is probably the most famous
and popularly adopted method. Scholl, Clar, and Zander were the main contributors
to the synthesis and characterization of various PAHs in the first half of the 20th
century, and the first synthesis of HBC was reported by Clar’s group in 1958.26,27
In Clar’s work (Scheme 1.3), the bromination of 2:3-7:8-dibenzo-peri -naphthalene
17 in benzene gave a deep brown precipitate, which was then treated with
three equivalents of HBr. The precipitate was heated at 153 ◦C to give the
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Scheme 1.3: Clar’s route to prepare HBC.
tetrabenzoperipyrene 18, which was subjected to heating at 481 ◦C to give HBC
as a pale yellow solid.
Scheme 1.4: Halleux’s routes to prepare HBC.
Aside from Clar’s HBC synthesis, Halleux’s group in the same year reported the
synthesis of HBC through two different one-step approaches. The first synthetic
process was done through cyclodehydrogenation of hexaphenylbenzene by using
molten AlCl3/NaCl, and the second was by the reaction of dibenz-1,9;2,3-anthrone
20 with Zn/ZnCl2 (Scheme 1.4). The yields of Halleux’s two reactions were, however,
extremely low, making them not applicable to large-scale synthesis.28
Later in 1986, Schmidt’s group reported a method for preparing HBC as shown
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Scheme 1.5: Schmidt’s route to prepare HBC.
in Scheme 1.5. A quinone compound 21 was treated by phenyllithium to give diol
22 with a moderate yield (from 29% to 46%). Diol 22 was subjected to a cyclization
reaction under the conditions of molten AlCl3/NaCl at 120
◦C for 3 min, followed by
aromatization promoted by Cu at 400 ◦C, to give HBC with a low yield of 0.4%.29
All the above synthetic methods required high temperature and harsh conditions,
and the yields were very low. A truly efficient synthesis of HBC and related PAHs
was achieved by Mu¨llen’s group using the Scholl reaction as a key step.
Scheme 1.6: Synthetic route to sixfold symmetric HBCs via the Scholl reactions.
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Scheme 1.7: Synthetic route to HBCs with low symmetry by the Scholl reactions.
As shown in Scheme 1.6, hexaphenylbenzenes 25 were first synthesized by
cyclotrimerization of substituted diphenylacetylenes using Co2(CO)8 as the catalyst.
The hexaphenylbenzene intermediates were then subjected to cyclodehydrogenation
under different Scholl reaction conditions to afford HBC products with a sixfold
symmetric structure. Typical Scholl reaction conditions involved Cu(II) salts (e.g.,
CuCl2 and Cu(OTf)2) and AlCl3 as Lewis acid catalysts. Another commonly used
Lewis acid catalyst for the Scholl reaction was FeCl3. As shown in Scheme 1.6 the
use of FeCl3 in the Scholl reaction resulted in very good yields of HBCs (ca. 80%).
The synthesis of HBC derivatives with different substitutes can be achieved
by the approach shown in Scheme 1.7. This method began with the Diels-Alder
cycloadditions between tetraphenylcyclopentadienone derivatives 27 and substituted
diphenylacetylenes 28, which yielded hexaphenylbenzene derivatives 29 with different
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substituent groups attached. Compounds 29 underwent Scholl reaction to afford
corresponding HBC derivatives in the presence of FeCl3 with high yields.
1 In Mu¨llen’s
work, FeCl3 or Cu(OTf)2/AlCl3 has often been used as the catalyst for Scholl reactions
in the synthesis of larger graphene discs, but a large excess of oxidants and prolonged
reaction times were required in order to obtain good yields.
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1.1.3.2 Synthesis of Large Nanographenes
The methodologies for preparing small PAH molecules can be also applied to
the synthesis of large nanographene molecules. Generally speaking, nanographene
molecules have discotic molecular shapes that favor columnar stacking among the
molecules. Increase in the size of the pi-core should enhance the interactions between
each layer of the columnar superstructure, resulting in better overlap of the pi-surface
and improved charge carrier mobilities.30 On the other hand, increased intermolecular
stacking would lead to reduced solubility and processibility in solution. Nevertheless,
some of the very large PAHs synthesized by the Mu¨llen group (e.g., 31a-c, Figure
1.3) still show good solubility in normal organic solvents owing to the presence of
long aliphatic side chains in their structures. Those large PAHs carrying relatively
short aliphatic chains, such as compounds 31d-e, show poor solubility. Similarly,
compound 32 as shown in Figure 1.4 bears long flexible phytyl chains and shows
good solubility.31
Figure 1.3: Super-phenylenes with different side groups.
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Figure 1.4: Structure of phytyl-substituted nanographene 32.
Besides the solubility issues, the complete cyclodehydrogenation of large
oligophenylene precursors has to be carefully controlled, since reaction time and
amounts of reagents and oxidants would all affect the reaction outcomes significantly.
When the branched oligophenylene becomes too large, the complete oxidative
cyclodehydrogenation cannot happen. For example, in one of Mu¨llen’s papers, the
cyclization of a giant oligophenylene dendrimer only yielded a partially closed three-
dimensional graphitic propeller-shaped product.31
The synthesis of large nanographenes is very difficult, and characterization of their
structures is even more challenging. The poor solubility of giant nanographenes is
a key limiting factor for their characterization; in particular, the strong aggregation
propensity of these type of molecules in solution prohibits meaningful NMR analysis.
Other spectroscopic methods can be used for characterizing these compounds,
includes MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, solid-state UV-Vis absorption, and Raman
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spectroscopy. Mu¨llen’s group also reported the optical absorption properties of these
molecules, in which the maximum absorption wavelength of the lowest energy band
(α-band) was found to redshift and broaden with increasing number of six-membered
rings.32,33 Such behavior is very similar to that of linear pi-conjugated oligomers,
the maximum absorption bands of redshift as the chain length increases within the
effective conjugation length (ECL).16 Novel 2D and 3D graphitic materials show
excellent charge storage capacity upon alkali metal reduction, which suggests potential
application to battery technology.34
Further extension of HBC in one direction can yield the ribbon-like graphene
structure. A series of well-defined graphene ribbons was reported by Mu¨llen’s group
as shown in Figure 1.5. Similar to the case of effective conjugation lengths in linear
pi-conjugated polymers, the maximum electronic absorption peaks of these ribbon-like
products show a redshift trend as the number of six-membered rings increases.30,35
Figure 1.5: Well-defined nanographene ribbons synthesized by the Mu¨llen group.
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Figure 1.6: HBC “naphthalene” and “triphenylene”.
In addition to nanographene ribbons, extension of HBC can also lead to other
types of nanographenes. As shown in Figure 1.6, the HBC “naphthalene” 34 and
“triphenylene” 35 were also prepared by Mu¨llen’s group. These large PAHs were
substituted by flexible alkyl chains on the peripheral positions, allowing them to form
an ordered columnar liquid crystalline phase.35,36 For HBC “naphthalene” 34 with
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two t-butyl substituents, the compound showed a high solubility in organic solvents as
a result of the effective suppression of aggregation by bulky t-butyl groups. Because of
this, it became possible to purify compound 34 with standard laboratory techniques
and a resolved 1H NMR spectrum was obtained. When the t-butyl substituents were
removed, the compound showed lower solubility. The aromatic signals in the 1H NMR
spectrum could not be resolved any more due to the effect of strong self-aggregation.
Scheme 1.8: Synthesis of one dimensional extended graphene ribbons by
intramolecular oxidative cyclodehydrogenation.
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Scheme 1.8 illustrates the synthesis of another one dimensional polymeric graphite
ribbons by Mu¨llen’s group.33 Different from the above examples, these graphite
ribbons were prepared by intramolecular oxidative cyclodehydrogenation reactions.
The products are insoluble, and were only characterized by solid-state UV-Vis,
Raman, and IR spectroscopy. In their UV-Vis spectrum, a broad and structureless
absorption band around 800 nm was observed, indicating the presence of highly
extended pi-conjugated frameworks. In the Raman analysis, two strong vibrational
bands appeared at 1603 and 1322 cm−1, which correspond to the G and D bands
of graphite. TEM imaging, however, showed that their structures are partially
ordered. This may be due to the non-linear structures and random stacking of these
nanographenes in the solid state.
Figure 1.7: Structures of dendronized HBC molecules.
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The aggregation of graphitic compounds has a strong effect on the order
and structures of their thin films, as well as their photophysical and electronic
properties.37–39 To control the self-assembling behaviour of HBC in solution, bulky
substitutes were attached to the HBC core. One example contributed by Mu¨llen’s
group utilized rigid oligophenylene end groups (Figure 1.7). The rigid end groups
in 38a weaken the pi-stacking among the HBC cores. NMR analysis showed a slow
monomer–dimer equilibrium.40 This equilibrium could be controlled by temperature,
concentration, and solvent effects. As a result, pure monomer or dimer could
be obtained respectively with careful control and separation. A stable dimer of
compound 38b was obtained after further structural modifications. The non-
aggregated monomer could be obtained by moving the aryl arms more closely to
the HBC core such as in compound 39. With or without pi-stacking occurring
among these compounds, the UV-Vis absorption and fluorescence spectral properties
showed significant differences. Compound 38c was reported to show efficient
intramolecular energy transfer from the HBC core to perylene monoimide (PMI)
upon photoexcitation. In this process, the PMI group acted as a typical electron
acceptor and the HBC an electron donor.40
1.1.3.3 Contorted Polycyclic Aromatics
Besides the strategy of using side groups, distortion of the planar aromatic core of
PAHs presents another way to control their self aggregation. Such a concept was first
introduced by Nuckolls and co-workers, and they termed this class of PAHs “contorted
polycyclic aromatics”.41 Adding strain to a PAH would force its aromatic core to
adopt a twisted structure instead of being planar. The twisted shape can lead to
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several advantageous consequences for materials applications. This type of molecules
can form unique pi–pi contacts in thin films and crystals.42–46 Another interesting
property is that these curved, twisted, or bowl-like structures are complementary to
fullerenes in shape and size. Such supramolecular interactions can be utilized in the
fabrication of efficient photovoltaic cells.47–50
Over the past few years, the Nuckolls group has prepared and investigated a series
of contorted HBC molecules.42–45,51 Contorted HBC (c-HBC) and its derivatives are
very efficient materials used in solar cells; however, their applications are somewhat
limited by the poor overlap of the absorption profiles with the solar spectrum.51
Recently, efforts were made to expand the aromatic core of c-HBC to overcome this
barrier. For example, compounds 41, namely contorted octabenzocircumbiphenyl (c-
OBCBs), were prepared and their structures feature eight aromatic rings appended
around a circumbiphenyl core as shown in Figure 1.9.41
Scheme 1.9: Preparation of c-OBCBs by photocyclodehydrogenation (Mallory
reaction).
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The c-OBCB compounds 41 were prepared from tris-olefins 40 through
photocyclodehydrogenation in the presence of I2 and propylene oxide (PPO) in
dry benzene. The reaction is generally referred to as the Mallory reaction. The
conformation of 41a was studied by single crystal X-Ray diffraction analysis. The
data show that two pentacene-like substructures along the short axis of the molecule
are bent into opposite directions and the three double bonds along the long axis of
the molecule adopt a “zig–zag” orientation. The unsubstituted c-OBCB 41a is a red
powder and has low solubility in common organic solvents, while 41b and 41c show
much better solubility due to the presence of side chains. Compared with c-HBC, the
maximum absorption band of c-OBCB is redshifted. c-OBCB is an electron donor
and can self-assemble into columnar superstructures like other planar PAH molecules.
The columnar packing motif makes the compound photoconductive exhibiting p-type,
hole transporting properties FET devices.
1.1.4 Introduction to the Scholl Reaction
As discussed above, the Scholl reaction has played a key role in the synthesis of
PAH molecules. This type of reaction was first reported by Roland Scholl, a Swiss
chemist, in 1910.52 In Scholl’s work, quinone 43 and perylene 45 were prepared from
naphthalene using AlCl3 as catalyst (Scheme 1.10).
As shown in Scheme 1.10, the pi-extended quinone 43 was prepared by treatment
with an excess of neat anhydrous AlCl3 for 45 min at 140–145
◦C, and the yield
of this reaction was not given. In a subsequent publication, this reaction was used
to prepare perylene from 1,1’-binaphthalene with a yield of 15%. Perylene 45can
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Scheme 1.10: The first reported Scholl reactions in 1910.
be also obtained from naphthalene under higher temperature without isolation of
the intermediate binaphthalene; however, the yield of this reaction was much lower
due to decomposition. The same reaction was also applied to the synthesis of
benzanthrone 48 and compound 49 as shown in Scheme 1.11. Other examples
were also published by Scholl in the following years.53,54 The mechanism of the
Scholl reaction is still not clear. There were several reports discussing its possible
mechanism. One possible mechanism was proposed as dehydrogenative coupling of
aromatic compounds upon treatment by anhydrous AlCl3, based on the similarity to
the Friedel-Crafts reaction.54
The original procedures of the Scholl reaction required harsh conditions. Later,
Kranzlein and Vollmann modified the reaction by using an equimolar mixture of AlCl3
and NaCl. The mixture is liquid above 100 ◦C at a low vapor pressure. In 1971,
Wick found that in the cyclization of bis(1-anthraquinonyl)amine to form 1,2;7,8-
diphthaloylcarbazole, the AlCl3/pyridine complex worked as a better catalyst than
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Scheme 1.11: Preparation of benzanthrone compound 48 and compound 50 by the
Scholl reactions.
the melted mixture of AlCl3 and NaCl.
54 Other modifications include the use of AlCl3
in a high boiling solvent such as dichlorobenzene or trichlorobenzene, the low-melting
complex AlCl3/SO3, or ZrCl4. The reaction conditions modified by Mu¨llen’s group
were based on the work of Kovacic and Kyriakis, who used mixed AlCl3/CuCl2/neat
conditions. Mu¨llen’s group used AlCl3/CuCl2/CS2 and AlCl3/Cu(OTf)2/CS2 instead,
which allowed the reaction to happen at room temperature.55–57
The Scholl reaction needs a strong acid, often a Lewis acid, together with an
oxidant to promote the reaction. A single reagent can serve both roles. Brønsted
acids, which usually appear as common impurities in Lewis acids, also are formed
as byproducts of the Scholl reaction, and they can accelerate the reaction as well.58
The following lists all the conditions reported in the literature: FeCl3 in CH2Cl2,
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CuCl2,
60 Cu(OSO2CF3)2 with AlCl3 in CS2,
61 MoCl5 with or without TiCl4 in
CH2Cl2,
55,62–64 (CF3COO)2I
IIIC6H5 (PIFA) with BF3Et2O in CH2Cl2,
65,66 Pb(OAc)4
with BF3 Et2O in MeCN,
67,68 Tl(O2CCF3)3 in CF3CO2H,
68 and Tl(O2CCF3)3 with
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BF3 Et2O in organic solvents.
68
In early years the Scholl reaction was mainly used to prepare large polyaromatic
ketones and quinones. The first example of a multiple dehydrogenative coupling
reaction was reported by Scholl’s group in 1913 (Scheme 1.12).69,70 In this reaction,
4,4’-dibenzoyl-1,1’-binaphthyl 51 was treated by AlCl3(neat) for 8.5 h at 95–100
◦C
to give the multiple dehydrogenation product 52.
Scheme 1.12: The first reported multiple Scholl reaction.
Mu¨llen’s group has been using the Scholl reaction to create large, interesting PAH
molecules. In 2006, they reported that 3-(1-naphthyl)perylene 54 could form six
membered ring product 53 by oxidative coupling with AlCl3 as the catalyst (Scheme
1.13). When the catalyst was switched to FeCl3, however, a five membered ring
product 55 was produced. The reaction outcomes could be controlled by varying
the reaction conditions.71 Compared with FeCl3, AlCl3 is a non-oxidizing Lewis acid.
The different regioselectivities indicate that the cyclization of aromatic hydrocarbons
proceeds by different mechanisms. Which type of Lewis acid was used, oxidizing or
non-oxidizing, plays a key role.
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Scheme 1.13: Different cyclization routes of 3-(1-naphthyl)perylene under the
catalysis of different Lewis acids.
Scheme 1.14: Different cyclization routes of 1,2-(1-naphthyl)benz[a]anthracene under
controlled reaction conditions.
Scheme 1.14 shows the cyclization reactions of 1,2-(1-naphthyl)benz[a]anthracene
(57) through the Scholl reaction with different catalysts.72 The cyclization afforded
benzo[d,e,f ]naphtha[1,2-p]chrysene 56 as the major cyclization product with a low
yield of 10%, when AlCl3/NaCl was used as the catalyst. Under the catalysis of
AlCl3/SnCl4, naphtho[1,2-a]perylene 58 was formed as the major product with a
yield of 60% . The results testify to the importance of reaction conditions to the
regioselectivity of Scholl reactions.
Despite the complex outcomes, the Scholl reaction is still a very useful and popular
synthetic method. Mu¨llen’s group demonstrated that the Scholl reaction was capable
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of making 126 C–C bonds in a single synthetic step.61 Limitations of the Scholl
reaction, on the other hand, have also been recognized. As discussed above, products
of the Scholl reaction were greatly affected by reaction conditions. In certain cases,
the Scholl reaction was found to result in completely unexpected products. Scheme
1.15 illustrates an example of such cases.
Scheme 1.15: Different products resulting from the Scholl reaction of o-terphenyl.
Herein, unfunctionalized o-terphenyl 59 was subjected to the Scholl reaction and it
was expected to give compound 60 as the major product under typical Scholl reaction
conditions. The optimized yield, however, was low (20%). The use of chlorinated
solvents (CH2Cl2, CHCl3, CCl4, CH2ClCH2Cl) led to faster reaction rates compared
with CH3NO2 or hexanes. When MoCl5 was used as the catalyst and CH2Cl2 as the
solvent, the yield was still around 20%.62,63,73 The crude product of the reaction was
identified as a mixture of triphenylene, unreacted o-terphenyl, and other insoluble
byproducts. MALDI-MS analysis detected two compounds with molecular masses 2
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or 4 amu less than that of 60. Since the Scholl reaction is likely to give fully fused
products,74,75 compounds 61 and 62 were proposed to be the possible structures of
these two products. Attempts to run the Scholl reaction at low concentrations did
not help to improve the reaction results.
An interesting 13C-labeled experiment was conducted to study the formation of
dimeric products in the Scholl reaction of o-terphenyl 59. The 1:1 mixture of 13C-
labeled o-terphenyl (C6H5-C6H4-
13C6H5) 59 and unlabeled triphenylene 8 was treated
by sub-stoichiometric oxidant (10 mol% with respect to both reactants). MALDI-
TOF MS showed that the mass of the dimeric product 60 is unlabelled. This
experiment revealed that the formation of the dimeric product is much faster than
the formation of the cyclized product, which may explain why this type of reaction
always has a much lower yield than expected.
The attempted cyclization of terphenyl homologues suffered similar problems
(Scheme 1.16). Both o-quaterphenyl 63 and 1,2,3-triphenylbenzene 64 failed to yield
the expected cyclized product 65 under Scholl reaction conditions, using either MoCl5
or PIFA/BF3 Et2O as the catalyst. Also the o-quinquephenyl compound 66 failed to
give cyclized product 67 under the same Scholl reaction conditions.74,75
To avoid the formation of unexpected side products, a strategy of introducing
blocking groups was devised. For example, a bulky t-Bu group was chosen to be the
blocking group to inhibit the dimerization reaction (Scheme 1.17).
The oxidation of 4,3’,4”-tri(t-butyl)-o-terphenyl compound 68 successfully gave
the cyclized product 69 with an excellent yield of 86% under the conditions of
PIFA/BF3 Et2O. However, the oxidation of 4,4”-di-t-butylterphenyl compound 70,
gave a mixture of the cyclized product and dimer with an almost 1:1 ratio under
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Scheme 1.16: Failed Scholl reactions of terphenyl homologues.
the same conditions. Comparing compounds 68 and 70, one can clearly see that
in compound 70, one of the three benzene rings is less hindered by the bulky t-Bu
group.
A common substituent used in the Scholl reaction is the methoxy group, since
it is an effective o/p-director and can help improve the regioselectivity of the Scholl
reaction. Scheme 1.18 shows several reactions, in which methoxy groups were used
to affect the Scholl reaction.
Treatment of 3,3”-dimethoxy-o-terphenyl 73 with MoCl5 in CH2Cl2 gave cyclized
product, dimethoxytriphenylene 74, with a yield of 53%. Tetramethoxy derivative 75
was subjected to the same conditions, giving the expect cyclized product 1,3,10,12-
tetramethoxytriphenylene 76 with a low yield of 30%. This may be because the
methoxy groups cause the cyclized product to be nonplanar and hence reduce the
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Scheme 1.17: Oxidation of t-butylated terphenyls.
aromaticity of the compound. Compared with 73, the Scholl reaction of 3-methoxy-
o-terphenyl 77 under the same conditions gave a mixture that was difficult to isolate.
The mixed terphenyl/triphenylene dimer 78 was obtained when PIFA/BF3 Et2O
was used as the catalyst at -78 ◦C. According to these examples, it is clear that
the ortho and para positions are more reactive than the others. Interestingly,
the oxidation of 2,2”-dimethoxy-o-terphenyl 79 did not give the expected cyclized
product. Instead, the reaction gave a dimer of the starting material with a yield of
26%. The intermolecular coupling reaction appeared to be more efficient than the
intramolecular oxidation.
Bromo is another popular substituent used in the Scholl reaction. For example,
3,3”-dibromo-o-terphenyl 81, which is structurally similar to 73, underwent the Scholl
reaction to give a cyclized product, 2,7-dibromotriphenylene 82, in the presence of
MoCl5 (Scheme 1.19). Bromine atom is also an o/p-director and influences the
Scholl reaction in a way very similar to the methoxy group. In contrast to methoxy
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Scheme 1.18: Scholl reactions of methoxylated terphenyl derivatives.
group, bromide is a deactivating substituent. Hence the Scholl reactions of bromo-
substituted substrates usually gave low yields. If the substrate is substituted with
a nitro group(s), a much stronger deactivating group, the Scholl reaction will be
completely inhibited.
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Scheme 1.19: Oxidation of brominated terphenyl derivatives.
1.1.5 Photochemical Cyclodehydrochlorination
Besides the Scholl reaction, which often suffers from poor regioselectivity, there
are many other reactions that can be used to prepare PAH molecules, including
palladium-catalyzed direct C-H arylation,76 Al2O3-mediated HF elimination,
77,78
Yamamoto cyclotrimerization,79 palladium-catalyzed [2+2+2] cycloaddition,80
Mizoroki-Heck coupling,81,82 and the Katz-modified Mallory reaction.42,45 Among
these reactions, photochemical cyclodehydrochlorination (CDHC) reaction shows
outstanding regioselectivity.
The application of the cyclodehydrochlorination reaction in preparation of PAH
molecules was first investigated as early as the 1970s,83 and was further explored
by several groups.84–86 In 2016, Morin’s group reported a regioselective synthesis of
nanographenes by photochemical cyclodehydrochlorination (CDHC) (Scheme 1.21).87
Compared with the Scholl reaction, the CDHC reaction is more regioselective, which
is quite useful in defining the required structure of the PAH molecules. Morin’s
group also mentioned that the CDHC can provide better control over the edge
configuration of the nanographenes, which significantly influences the properties of
the molecule. Moreover, the CDHC reaction does not require metal catalysts, and
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Scheme 1.20: Different reaction paths for the CDHC (X = Cl) and Scholl (X = H)
reactions.
it is not likely to form rearranged side products. Chlorine atoms can be introduced
into the precursors by careful design, fallowed by CDHC reaction to produce the
PAH molecules with desired structures. The CDHC reaction always proceeds under
mild conditions, making it possible to introduce different functional groups onto the
nanographene products. As such, the properties of the nanograohene synthesized by
the CDHC reaction can be controlled by carefully chosen functional groups attached
to its precursor.
Compared with the Scholl reaction, the yield of the CDHC reaction can be
significantly higher, even for those reactions with multiple cyclizations in one single
step. For precursors with electron-rich thiophene or electron-poor pyridine groups,
the CDHC reaction can still occur to give the corresponding cyclized product.
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Scheme 1.21: Morin’s synthesis of nanographenes through the CDHC reaction.
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1.2 Porous Organic Frameworks
Porous materials have attracted more and more research interest owing to their
outstanding properties and broad application in many fields, such as gas storage,
gas separation, superhydrophobic interfaces, drug delivery, catalysis, energy storage,
and optoelectronics. A wide variety of porous materials has been synthesized so far,
including metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), covalent organic frameworks (COFs),
zeolites, and porous cross-linked polymers.88
After the seminal work of MOF (MOF-5) by the Yaghi group in 1999, thousands
of papers relevant to the topic of MOFs have been published and new types of MOFs
are continuously reported by researchers today.88–91 MOFs are molecular frameworks
in which metal atom or metal clusters are interconnected by organic linkage groups.
MOFs possess enormous surface areas and channels or cavities with defined shapes
and dimensions. Because of these, MOFs show very large storage capacities. Also,
the size and shape of the channels or pores within MOFs can be controlled through
design of different organic linkers. Despite these remarkable properties, MOFs still
suffer from several weaknesses in material application. MOFs cannot tolerate very
high temperature and strong acidic or basic conditions. This may be due to the main
interactions between the metal clusters and organic linkers are coordination bonds.
In 2005, Yaghi and co-workers demonstrated a new type of organic porous materials
in which organic molecular building blocks are connected via covalent bonds, named
covalent organic frameworks (COFs).92
Since COFs are composed of light-weight elements (mostly C, H, B, O, and
N), they have pretty low mass densities. Compared with MOFs, COFs possess
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much higher thermal stability due to the strong covalent bonds in their frameworks.
COFs can be divided into two classes, two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) COFs,
depending on the dimensions of the building blocks. The structures of 2D COFs are
typically planar 2D sheets, since most of the carbon atoms in the building blocks are
sp2 hybridization. The sheets will further stack to form a layered eclipsed structure
that presents periodically aligned columns, which is quite similar to that of PAH
molecules. Just like the PAH disc columns, the ordered 2D COF columns can
also facilitate charge carrier transport in the stacking direction. Thus 2D COFs
have the potential in new types of pi-electronic and photo-functional materials for
optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices. In contrast to 2D COFs, 3D COFs have sp3
carbons in their building blocks, which lead to the formation of frameworks in three
dimension. The surface areas of 2D COFs are much smaller than those of 3D COFs.
Some 3D COFs have surface areas lager than 4,000 m2g−1, and thus have application
in gas storage and gas separation.
1.2.1 Design and Synthesis of COFs
The synthesis of COFs is challenging and needs to be carefully controlled. The
preparation of polymeric materials are generally dominated by kinetically controlled
(i.e., irreversible) reactions. This type of reaction is not suitable for growing
crystalline and ordered organic polymers. Dynamic covalent chemistry (DCC), which
leads to the reversible formation of covalent bonds, is an ideal choice for preparation
of COFs.93 DCC is thermodynamically controlled and provides a reversible reaction
system that can achieve the so called error checking and proof-reading steps. As
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such, DCC results in the most thermodynamically stable structure. By applying
DCC to the preparation of COFs, the polymer skeleton formation occurs together
with the crystallization process. In the mean time, the product continues to undergo
the self-healing process that fixes the incidence of structural defects. Eventually, an
ordered polymeric structure is formed. Given a long enough reaction time, the final
COF product can attain an ordered crystalline structure with high thermodynamic
stability. The design and synthesis of COFs need to consider two important issues.
The first one is the structure of the building block, which will affect the size, shape
and properties of the final product. The second one is the synthetic method. The
reaction must be reversible. The chosen reaction determines the reaction media and
conditions.
The structures of building blocks are critical to the synthesis of COFs, and they
must meet two requirements. (i) The formation of COFs is a reversible reaction. Thus
the building blocks should contain reactive groups that allow the reversible reaction
to happen without any irreversible side reactions. (ii) Since the geometry of building
blocks will dominate the final structures of the COFs, the building blocks adopted
should be conformationally rigid, and the bond formation direction must be discrete.
Scheme 1.22 summarizes the reversible reactions commonly used in the synthesis of
COFs.
A majority of the reported COFs were synthesized based on boron chemistry,
since boronic acids can be either self-condensed or co-condensed with diols to obtain
six-membered boroxine and five-membered boronate ester linkages.92 Acetonide-
protected catechols, instead of reactive diols, can also be used to react with boronic
acids in the presence of a Lewis acid catalyst (e.g., BF3 OEt2) to form COFs.
94 This
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Scheme 1.22: Reversible reactions applied in synthesis of COFs.
modification helps to solve both the oxidation and solubility issues with the diol
building blocks, especially for large, poorly soluble aromatic diols. Besides carbon
functional groups, borosilicate linkages have been also used to prepare COFs by
condensation of tetraboronic acid with t-butylsilanetriol in a way similar to boroxines
or boronate esters.95
Boron-based COFs have outstanding thermal stability; however, they cannot
tolerate water. It has been reported that boron-based COFs can be decomposed
by water vapor in the air.96 To overcome this hurdle, Yaghi’s group investigated a
new reaction for preparing COFs, Schiff base condensation, which can form imine or
hydrazone linkages.97–99 The cyclical trimerization of cyano groups under ionothermal
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conditions was also used in preparing COFs with triazine linkages.100,101 However,
the formation of triazine is not as reversible as other linkages. Therefore, the triazine
COFs tend to show low crystallinity, even though they can achieve high thermal,
chemical, and mechanical stability, as well as high degrees of pi-conjugation.
The rigid conformation of building blocks will determine the structures of COFs.
These building blocks can be classified as either 2D or 3D based on simplified
symmetry notation, referred to as the directional symmetry of the functional group
where the reversible reaction happens. 2D building blocks always contain sp and
sp2 carbons, and 3D building blocks contain at least one sp3 carbon or silicon.
The combination of 2D building blocks leads to the formation of 2D COFs, while
the combination of 3D building blocks or 3D and 2D building blocks leads to the
formation of 3D COFs. The rigid nature and discrete bonding direction of arenes
make aromatic compounds suitable building blocks for making COFs. The diversity
of aromatic molecules allows researchers to design and create numerous COFs with
high flexibility.
The preparation process for COFs needs to be carried out under thermodynamic
equilibrium. Thus, the reaction media and conditions, such as temperature, pressure,
catalyst, and presence or absence of templates, need to be carefully controlled.
Both mixed solvent systems and molten metal salts have been used to prepare
COFs. Similar to the preparation of MOFs, the solvothermal method is the most
classic and popular method for making COFs. A typical solvothermal method
always starts by adding the building block and other required reagents (such as
the catalyst or template) to the solvent (mostly mixed solvent), no matter if they
dissolve completed or not. Degassing is usually performed by several freeze-pump-
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thaw cycles. Then the reaction tube is sealed and heated to a designated temperature
for a certain period of time and then slowly cooled down to room temperature.
After the reaction, COFs are collected as precipitates, washed with suitable solvents
and dried under vacuum to yield the desired COFs. There are a lot of factors
that need to be considered in this process, which makes preparation of COFs
really challenging. The formation of COFs and the crystallization process need
to be balanced when choosing the solvent combinations with suitable ratios. For
boronate ester and boroxine linked COFs, the most common solvent combinations
are dioxane/mesitylene,92 DMAc/o-dichlorobenzene,102 and THF/methanol.103 For
the imine-linked COFs, the most commonly used solvent system is dioxane/aqueous
acetic acid.98 Mesitylene/dioxane/aqueous acetic acid has been often used for making
hydrazone linked COFs.97 The concentrations of building blocks in the solvent system
are also important. In the solvothermal method, another dominate factor is reaction
temperature. Generally speaking, COFs are usually prepared at temperatures
between 85—120 ◦C depending on the chemical reactivity of the building blocks.
A closed reaction environment is necessary, since it can provide suitable pressure
inside the reaction tube and avoid losing water, which is required for keeping the
reaction system reversible.
Other methods for preparing COFs include microwave synthesis, ionothermal
synthesis, and monolayers on surfaces such as a metal surface,104 a highly ordered
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface,105 or a graphene surface.106–108 The microwave
synthetic method was developed by Cooper’s group and it can rapidly synthesize
boronate ester linked COFs.109,110 Microwave synthesis has been reported to prepare
COFs 200 times faster than the solvothermal method, and it does not require
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a sealed vessel. The frameworks produced have physical properties that are
comparable to materials prepared by solvothermal synthesis. The microwave solvent
extraction process can remove residues and impurities trapped in the frameworks
more efficiently. Thus the frameworks produced by microwave synthesis usually give
much larger surface areas and better porosity. The microwave synthesis seems to be a
promising method to replace the slow solvothermal method to make COFs; however,
publications on COFs prepared by this method are still rare in the current literature.
The ionothermal synthetic method was used by Thomas’ group in making
triazine COFs.100,101 The cyclotrimerized aromatic nitrile building units such as
1,4-dicyanobenzene were treated by molten ZnCl2 at 400
◦C to give crystalline
conjugated triazine COFs. The molten ZnCl2 acted as both solvent and catalyst
in this trimerization reaction. However, the reaction temperature required by this
method was high, which poses a significant limitation since most organic building
blocks would decompose at such a high temperature.
COFs are highly crystalline polymers, but single crystals of COFs have not
been obtained so far. Both 2D and 3D COFs have distinct X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns. The crystalline structures of COFs can be deduced from their
PXRD data. Structural simulation of COFs is another useful tool for structural
characterization of COFs, especially 2D COFs. Simulation of 3D COFs is much more
difficult than 2D COFs. Other methods to study the structures of COFs include
infrared spectroscopy, solid-state NMR spectroscopy, elemental analysis, and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy.
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1.3 Introduction to Tetrathiafulvalene and
Tetrathiafulvalene Vinylogues
The discovery of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) as the first organic conductor was published
by Fred Wudl and co-workers in 1970.76 Even though Hu¨nig111 and Coffen112 also
studied similar sulfur-based pi-conjugated heterocycles at the same time, Wudl was
the first to demonstrate that high electrical conductivity could be achieved from TTF
radicals. TTFs are remarkable organic electron donors and have been widely used
as redox-active building blocks in the preparation of organic electronic materials and
devices.113–120
Scheme 1.23: The unique aromaticity-stabilized cationic states of TTF.
In the gas phase, based on density functional theory (DFT) studies, the TTF
molecule takes a non-planar, boat-like molecular shape with a C2v symmetry.
118,121
In the solid state, however, TTF is known to adopt a planar geometry with either
an orange monoclinic α form122,123 or a yellow triclinic β form depending on different
crystallization conditions.124,125 As shown in Scheme 1.23, the electron-donating
properties of TTF come from the transformation from its non-aromatic dithiole units
95 to aromatic dithiolium cations after releasing one and/or two electrons. In the
dicationic state of TTF, the two dithiolium moieties are perpendicular to each other
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to minimize disfavored charge repulsion.
After Wudl’s paper on TTF, researchers soon became more and more interested
in preparing new TTF derivatives, including the so-called pi-extended TTF analogues
(exTTFs). Attachment or introduction of pi-conjugated groups to the two dithiole
rings can retain the redox-activity of pristine TTF, reduce the charge repulsion by
enhancing the delocalization of the positive charges, and thus lower the oxidation
potentials and facilitate intermolecular interactions. These properties have made
exTTFs widely used molecular building blocks in many organic electronic devices,
such as molecular switches, molecular shuttles, molecular tweezers, chemosensors,
molecular wires, and molecular logic gates.113–120
In the family of exTTFs, tetrathiafulvalene vinylogues (TTFVs) have received
considerable attention over the past decade. TTFVs are pi-extended analogues of
TTF with the vinyl groups located between the two dithiole rings of TTF. Like TTF,
TTFVs are also excellent electron donors and can undergo reversible electron transfers
under mild redox conditions.126–130 Among the TTFVs, the class of aryl-substituted
TTFVs show very interesting conformational switching properties together with a
dramatic color change when undergoing oxidation or reduction. The structure of
an aryl-substituted TTFV can be transformed from a pseudo cis (yellow color) to a
complete trans conformation (green color) upon oxidation.
As shown in Scheme 1.25, in general, an aryl-substituted TTFV can be prepared
from the dimerization of a corresponding dithiafulvene (DTF) precursor, which is
readily accessible through olefination between an aldehyde precursor and a thione
precursor. The aldehyde precursor determines the skeleton of the resulting TTFV
molecule. The synthesis of some TTFVs may be hampered by their poor solubility.
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Scheme 1.24: Reversible electron transfers of ary-substituted TTFVs and associated
color changes.
One way to circumvent this problem is to incorporate long alkyl chains into the
dithiole groups.131,132
Scheme 1.25: A general synthetic route for TTFVs.
The preparation method for thione precursors was first developed by Hoyer’s group
in 1979.133 As shown in Scheme 1.26, CS2 128 and sodium metal were mixed in DMF,
and the reaction was heated at reflux for a few hours depending on the scale of the
reaction. The mixture was then cooled down to room temperature, and the excess
sodium was carefully quenched by adding MeOH at 0 ◦C. The resulting dithiolate
intermediate was stabilized by complexation with Zn(II) ion. The zinc complex 129
was later reacted with an electrophile to generate the thione product 130, while the
substituents attached to the dithiole ring in the product could be readily modified by
the electrophile chosen for the reaction.
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Scheme 1.26: An example of synthesis of thione precursor.
Scheme 1.27: Mechanism of the formation of the dithiolate compound.
The detailed mechanism for the formation of the dithiolate intermediate is outlined
in Scheme 1.27. The reduction of CS2 by sodium leads to the formation of a radical
species that quickly dimerizes. The dimer intermediate continues to react with
another two moles of CS2 to produce the dithiolate compound after a rearrangement
process. The five-membered ring dithiolate anion is formed after an elimination step.
The anion can coordinate with Zn(II) to yield a stable complex as a red-colored solid.
The mechanism of the DTF oxidative dimerization reaction begins with a single-
electron transfer from DTF to the oxidant, forming the corresponding DTF radical
cation. The DTF radical cation will then undergo a quick dimerization to form a new
carbon-carbon bond. The TTFV compound can be achieved after deprotonation and
reductive workup as shown in Scheme 1.28
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Scheme 1.28: Mechanism of the DTF oxidative dimerization reaction.
1.4 Motivations of This Thesis Work
Graphene is a very popular carbon material for preparing solar cells, light-emitting
diodes (LEDs), touch panels, and smart windows and phones, due to its unique
electronic properties. While large graphenes always suffer from preparation and
solubility issues, small-size graphenes (nanographene) can be a better choice.
Recently, tetraarylanthraquinodimethanes (Ar4-AQs) were used as the precursors
for preparation of disc-like PAHs or nanographenes. The most common method
for synthesizing disc-like PAHs is the Scholl reaction. However, the Scholl reaction
requires harsh conditions and suffers from poor yields due to side reactions.
In this thesis work, photocyclization was utilized in the attempted synthesis of
tetrabenzocoronene (TBC) and related structures. The mechanism of this type of
reaction was also studied in Chapter 2.
In our previous study, we generated a butterfly-shaped DHA-tetraaldehyde 98
with four formyl groups functionalzed at its end positions.134,135 It can also be
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potentially used in preparing covalent organic frameworks (COFs), a very promising
porous material. In contrast to the commonly used planar organic building blocks
for COFs, the non-planar shape of compound 98 presents a challenge as well as
some opportunities to construct new kinds of polymeric frameworks. In Chapter 3,
we report a new class of cross-linked polymer networks which was prepared from
compound 98 and p-phenylenediamine though Schiff base condensation.
DTFs can be readily converted into TTFVs through a straightforward oxidative
dimerization reaction.128,136–143 However, in the study by Yunfei Wang, a former
member of the Zhao group, an unexpected reaction outcome was observed. When
a bis(DTF)-endcapped diphenylbutadiyne 117 was subjected to oxidative treatment
with iodine.144, the oxidation of 117 ended up with the formation of compound
118 as the major product. In Chapter 4, a series of experiments was designed
and conducted, while computational density functional theory (DFT) calculations
were also performed to investigate the detailed reaction mechanisms of this type of
intramolecular alkyne-dithiolium cycloaddition reactions.
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Chapter 2
Photocyclodehydrogenation of
Tetraarylanthraquinodimethanes
2.1 Introduction
Tetraarylanthraquinodimethanes (Ar4-AQs) are a class of highly pi-conjugated
organic materials with interesting structural, electronic, and electrochemical
redox properties.134,145,146 Synthetically, Ar4-AQs can serve as the precursors for
the preparation of highly pi-delocalized PAHs through intramolecular cyclization
approaches. For example, tetraphenylanthraquinodimethane (Ph4-AQ) can undergo
a four-fold cyclodehydrogenation to yield tetrabenzocoronene (TBC), which features
a coronene central segment (see Figure 2.1). In recent years, TBC-based conjugated
systems have captured considerable research interest owing to their applications as
novel organic semiconductors. This chapter describes a systematic study of Ar4-AQs
in terms of synthesis, structural properties, and photocyclization reactivity.41,147
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Figure 2.1: General structure of Ar4-AQs and the formation of TBC from Ph4-AQ
through a four-fold cyclodehydrogenation process.
As introduced in Chapter 1, one of the popular methodologies for synthesizing
TBC derivatives is the Scholl reaction.1,4–8,26,27 However, the harsh conditions required
by the Scholl reaction, such as high temperature and the presence of strong oxidants
and Lewis acids, impose a barrier to its wide application in preparing various
PAH derivatives. For example, the Scholl reaction may produce complex products
which are difficult to purify, or ends up with poor yields due to significant side
reactions such as oxidation and polymerization. In the literature, the Scholl reaction
has only been successfully used in the synthesis of TBC derivatives carrying non-
oxidizable functional groups (e.g., alkyl and halo groups). The synthesis of substituted
TBCs with oxidizable groups (e.g., hydroxy, aldehyde, and amino) is thus very
challenging.148,149
In addition to the Scholl reaction, photocyclization has been utilized in the
synthesis of TBC related structures.31–33 One popular photocyclization method
is the so-called Mallory reaction, the mechanism of which involves a two steps–
photochemically induced pericyclic reaction and oxidative dehydrogenation (e.g.,
using iodine as oxidant). Typical Mallory reactions suffer from a number of
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drawbacks, including low yield, poor controllability, and multiple side products.
Improvement on the Mallory reaction can be made by applying the called Katz’s
conditions or Katz’s modification, in which propylene oxide (PPO) is added to quench
the hydrogen iodide formed in the reaction, which tends to react with the carbon-
carbon double bounds in the starting material.42,45
In contrast to the Scholl reaction, the Mallory reaction does not need very harsh
conditions (e.g., heat, strong Lewis acids, and/or strong oxidants). In the literature,
Ar4-AQs derivatives have been reported to undergo cyclodehydrogenation reactions
under the Katz’s conditions.42,45 However, most of these cases ended up with partially
cyclized products. In these cases, the photocyclization yielded a mixture of multiple
products which were not separated or specifically characterized. Instead, the mixture
of products was immediately subjected to another step of cyclization under the Scholl
conditions to yield fully cyclized products.1,31–33 Indeed, the Mallory-Scholl reaction
sequence has been so far a favored synthetic route for the preparation of TBC-based
PAHs using corresponding Ar4-AQs derivatives as starting materials.
Despite the fact that many Ar4-AQs photocyclization reactions have been already
explored and reported in the literature, the scope and mechanism of these types
of reactions are still not well understood. To address these issues, studies on
the photocyclodehydrogenation of Ar4-AQs derivatives were conducted and detailed
results are reported in this chapter.
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2.2 Results and Discussion
2.2.1 Synthesis of Ar4-AQs via Suzuki Coupling Reactions
Suzuki coupling, Suzuki reaction, or Suzuki-Miyaura coupling is a powerful C–C bond
forming method which couples organoborons and organic halides under Pd catalysis.
Since the first report in 1979 by Akira Suzuki, this cross-coupling reaction has been
widely used in the preparation of conjugated materials such as polyolefins, styrenes,
and substituted biphenyls.150 A variety of organoboron compounds can be used in
the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling. Among them organic boronic acids are commonly used
owing to their simple synthesis, high stability to water and air, and easy purification.
As such, Suzuki coupling is largely unaffected by the presence of water and can
tolerate a broad range of functional groups. Another advantage of Suzuki coupling
reactions is that they can achieve good regio- and stereo-selectivity. The inorganic
boron-containing by-products of Suzuki reactions can be dissolved in water and are
generally non-toxic (environmentally friendly). Because of these, Suzuki coupling is
useful both in laboratorial research and large-scale industrial synthesis.151–155
The commonly used experimental conditions for Suzuki coupling reactions are
described as follows. First, reactants, Pd catalyst, and base are mixed in a solvent(s).
The reaction is usually conducted at elevated temperature (e.g., refluxing) for a
reasonable period of time. Depending on the reactivity, a Suzuki coupling reaction
can be accomplished within a couple of hours to a few days. The reaction typically
needs to be kept in an oxygen-free environment to achieve a good yield.
In the reaction mechanism, oxidative addition in which the Pd(0) species reacts
with a halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon substrate to form a complex of Pd(II)
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is considered to be a critical step. The classic catalyst used in the Suzuki
reaction is Pd(PPh3)4, while other catalysts such as PdCl2,
156, PdCl2 (dppf)
157,158
Pd(OAc)2,
159–161 Pd(PPh3)2Cl2,
162 and NiCl2(dppf)
163 have also been reported. In
addition to high catalytic efficacy, the catalysts should allow easy post treatment and
exhibit low air sensitivity. Some reactions also require the participation of other highly
catalytically active ligands, which have the commonality of strong electronegativity
and large steric hindrance. This is because ligands with stronger electronegativity
can accelerate the oxidative addition step, while large steric hindrance is beneficial
for the reductive elimination. The Suzuki coupling also needs a base to be present.
The most commonly used bases are K2CO3, K3PO4, Na2CO3, CsF, and Cs2CO3.
Weak bases such as NaHCO3 are rarely used. However, the reaction can be relatively
clean when a weak base is used. The general solvent system used for the Suzuki
coupling is a mixture of an organic solvent with other polar solvents; for example,
toluene mixed with EtOH and H2O, or THF and H2O, or CH3CN and H2O, or dioxane
and H2O.
150–163
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Scheme 2.1: Synthesis of Ar4-AQs via Suzuki Coupling reactions.
Given the numerous advantages of the Suzuki-Miyamura coupling, this reaction
was chosen as the synthetic method for the target Ar4 –AQs derivatives in this thesis
work. Tetrabromo-AQ 97 was employed as a key starting material to undergo cross
coupling with various aryl-boronic acids to generate Ar4 –AQs as shown in Scheme 2.1.
Compound 97 was prepared from 9,10-anthraquinone through a dibromoolefination
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reaction with CBr4 and PPh3. Compound 98 was obtained from compound 97
through Suzuki coupling reaction. Herein a mixture of THF and water was used
as the solvent system. K2CO3 was first chosen as the base in the reaction, but the
reaction efficient is low due to the low solubility of the base. Then Cs2CO3 was used
to give a much better yield of 74%. The observation that Cs2CO3 worked as a better
base than K2CO3 in this reaction can be attributed to the better solubility of Cs2CO3
in THF/water. Compound 98 was characterized by NMR, FTIR, MS analysis, as well
as single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis (see Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: X-ray crystal structure of compound 98 (co-crystalized with ethyl acetate)
viewed from different sides.
In a similar way, compounds 99, 100, 101, 102 and 103 were prepared and
purified by routine silica column chromatographic separation. Their molecular
structures were characterized by routine spectroscopic analysis. Single crystals of
99 and 103 were successfully obtained and their detailed structures were elucidated
by X-ray analysis. It is worth noting that compounds 102 and 103 were observed
to be relatively stable in solution, but when their solutions were subjected to rotary
evaporation, they quickly turned from colorless to red. TLC analysis indicated that
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some reactions occurred during the fast solvent evaporation. Pure products could
only be obtained by slow evaporation of the solvents at room temperature. In this
way, pure products were formed at the bottom of the flask and then collected as
needle-like white crystals.
2.2.2 Photocyclodehydrogenation of Ar4-AQs Compound 98
Scheme 2.2: Photocyclodehydrogenation of compound 98 under various reaction
conditions.
During the fluorescence spectroscopic analysis of the sample solution of compound
98, the solution was observed to become more emissive after the measurement.
The results suggest that compound 98 is highly photoreactive, and very likely
underwent a photocycylization reaction(s) when it was being irradiated. To
unravel its photoreactivity, compound 98 was subjected to various photochemical
conditions. Scheme 2.2 and Table 2.1 outline the different conditions and outcomes
of photocyclodehydrogenation of compound 98. First, the classic Mallory reaction
conditions were applied. Compound 98 was dissolved in CH2Cl2 in a 25 mL round-
bottom flask, and 4 equiv of I2 was added as oxidant. A 100 W halogen lamp was
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Entry Reagent∗ Solvent Light Source Time(d) Yield(%)∗∗
1 I2 CH2Cl2 halogen lamp 0.5 trace
2 I2, PPO benzene halogen lamp 0.5 37
3 air CH2Cl2 302-312 nm 5 85
4 DDQ benzene 302-312 nm 2 87
5 DDQ toluene 302-312 nm 2 89
6 DDQ chlorobenzene 302-312 nm 2 84
7 DDQ CH2Cl2 302-312 nm 2 91
Table 2.1: Summary of reaction outcomes for the photocyclodehydrogenation of
compound 98 under various conditions.∗Amounts of reagents: I2 (4 equiv); PPO
(302 equiv); DDQ(5 equiv). ∗∗ Isolated yields.
used as the light source. Under these conditions, the photocyclodehydrogenation
was sluggish. Only a trace amount of the cyclized product were detected by TLC
analysis after 12 hours of reaction (see entry 1 of Table 2.1). The reaction was then
improved by using the Katz-modified conditions,42,45 where PPO was used to remove
the unwanted HI byproduct. An increased yield of 37% was obtained after 12 hours
of reaction (entry 2 of Table 2.1), but the reaction yield would not go higher when
the reaction time was prolonged.
The relatively low yields could be due to several reasons. First, the 100 W halogen
lamp seemed to be an ineffective light source to induce photo-excitation of compound
98, considering the poor short-wavelength absorption of compound 98 in its UV-Vis
absorption spectrum. Second, the glass wall of the round bottom flask could block
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the UV light for photoreaction, since glass has a strong UV absorption in the spectral
range of 200 nm to 400 nm, which overlaps with the main UV absorption bands of
compound 98. Thus the photocyclodehydrogenation reaction was undertaken in a
quartz tube reactor, and a photochemical reaction chamber equipped with eight UV
lamps (64 W in total) at the wavelength of 302 to 312 nm was used as the light source.
In the experiments, compound 98 was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) in a quartz tube
capped with a rubber stopper, and the quartz tube was placed in the photochemical
reaction chamber. The reaction was accomplished in 5 days as monitored by 1H NMR
and TLC analyses. Compound 104 was obtained as the major product in 85% yield
after purification by column chromatography (entry 3 of Table 2.1).
With the use of a UV reactor and a quartz tube, the yield of photocyclization was
increased significantly. However, the reaction rate was still very slow. The relatively
slow reaction rate may be due to the lack of an effective oxidant in the reaction
system to accelerate the dehydrogenation step. To increase the dehydrogenation
rate, 5 equiv of DDQ was added to the reaction mixture, acting as the oxidant (entry
4 of Table 2.1). With DDQ, the reaction time was considerably shortened from 5
days to 2 days, and the yield was further improved to 91%. After the reaction,
excess DDQ and byproducts could be easily removed by washing the organic layer
with water. The resulting product had very good purity as evidenced by NMR
analysis; therefore, further column chromatographic purification could be avoided,
which presents a significant advantage for large-scale synthesis.
As shown in entries 4-7 of Table 2.1, four organic solvents were examined
for the photocyclodehydrogenation. However, in contrast to CH2Cl2, the
photocyclodehydrogenation in benzene, toluene, and chlorobenzene showed the
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formation of side products according to TLC analysis. The isolated yields of the
reaction in these three solvents were therefore slightly lower then in CH2Cl2 after
column chromatographic purification.
Figure 2.3: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectra monitoring the
photocyclodehydrogenation of compound 98 in the presence of DDQ (5 equiv) at
various reaction times.
To gain insight into the kinetic properties, the photocyclization of compound 98
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in CD2Cl2 under UV irradiation (302-312 nm) was monitored by
1H NMR analysis
versus time. In this experiment, compound 98 and 5 equiv of DDQ were dissolved in
CD2Cl2 in an NMR tube. The NMR tube was put into the photochemical reaction
chamber under UV irradiation. The recorded 1H NMR spectra are shown in Figure
2.3.
The NMR monitoring data show complete conversion of 98 into the cyclized
product 104 after 34 hours of UV irradiation. It is noteworthy that there are two
new signals at 10.43 and 10.23 ppm growing as the reaction time increases. These two
peaks come from the two sets of aldehyde protons of product 104. In the meantime,
a number of relatively weak signals can be observed; especially, the signals at 10.31,
10.00 and 9.98 ppm, which were only observed in the first few hours of the reaction.
They can be reasonably assigned to three of the four different aldehyde protons of the
monocyclized intermediate as shown in Figure 2.4 below, while the fourth aldehyde
signal of this intermediate may coincidentally overlap with an NMR peak of either
compound 98 or compound 104. These three peaks become weaker and weaker as
the reaction time increases, and hardly can be seen at the end of the reaction.
The distinctly separated aldehyde peaks in the 1H NMR spectra allowed
quantitative determination of the mole fractions of starting material, intermediate
and the final product in the reaction mixture. Based on these peaks, kinetic profiles
of the photocyclization reaction can be generated as shown in Figure 2.4.
In Figure 2.4, the black curve illustrates the variation of the starting material as
a function of reaction time. The blue curve shows change of the final product and
the red curve represents the intermediate. The mole fraction of the intermediate
increases in the first hour and then declines as the reaction time extends. The
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Figure 2.4: Kinetic profiles of the photocyclodehydrogenation of compound 98 as
determined from NMR analysis.
kinetic plots match two possible reaction pathways. The first reaction pathway is
a concerted double cyclization, and the second is a two-step cyclization mechanism
with the second cyclization step being much faster than the first one.
To further evaluate the plausibility of the two mechanisms, density
functional theory (DFT) calculations (B3LYP/6-31G(d) level) were performed.
To reduce computational cost, unsubstituted 9,10-bis(diphenylmethylene)-9,10-
dihydroanthracene (DHA) was used as the model compound in the computational
study.
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Figure 2.5: DFT calculated energetics for cyclodehydrogenation of compound 98.
In theory, each stilbene segment in DHA should undergo a conrotatory ring
closure under photochemical conditions. Figure 2.5 shows the detailed steps and
intermediates involved in the two mechanistic pathways. The relative Gibbs
free energies of starting material, intermediates, and the doubly cyclized product,
diphenyldibenzopentaphene (DDP) were calculated to qualitatively assess the
reactivities of the two reaction pathways based on the Bell-Evans-Polanyi principle.
As shown in Figure 2.5, the doubly cyclized intermediate IM-1 of pathway 1
is about 8.1 kJ/mol lower in energy than the monocyclized IM-2 in pathway 2,
hence suggesting that the concerted double cyclization has a lower energy barrier to
overcome than the stepwise approach. This offers a reasonable theoretical explanation
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for the experimental outcomes, the photocyclodehydrogenation of compound 98
yielded the doubly cyclized product compound 104, with little monocyclized
intermediate formed at the intermediary stages. Moreover, the energy profiles for
the cyclization of DDP into tetrabenzocoronene (TBC) were mapped out by DFT
calculations as well. The results show that the cyclization pathway, either concerted or
stepwise, would invariably encounter a much higher energy barrier than the cyclization
of DHA. The substantially increased torsional energies in the cyclized intermediates
between DDP and TBC could be the key reason for DDP not being able to further
cyclize.
2.2.3 Photocyclodehydrochlorination of Compound 99
The synthesis of TBC molecules from Ar4 –AQs through photocyclodehydrogenation
is difficult to achieve. The search for other photochemically-induced cyclization
strategies was therefore carried out. Recently, photocyclodehydrochlorination
(PCDHC) was utilized by the Morin group to prepare various large PAHs.87
Compared with photocyclodehydrogenation, PCDHC is much more efficient, faster
and regioselective. In view of these advantages, tetrachloro-substituted Ar4 –AQs 99
was synthesized and tested as a substrate for the PCDHC reaction with an aim of
directly making TBC derivatives through photocyclization.
The first attempt of PCDHC reaction of compound 99 was conducted in CH2Cl2.
In contrast to photocyclodehydrogenation, this reaction did not need an oxidant.
Under UV irradiation, the PCDHC reaction was observed to be very slow. TLC
analysis showed that there was no significant conversion of 99 into cyclized product(s)
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Scheme 2.3: PCDHC reaction of compound 99.
in the first 2 hours of reaction. After 30 hours of UV irradiation (64 W, 302–312
nm), only a trace amount of product was observed by TLC analysis, while most of
compound 99 remained unreacted.
Considering the side product of PCDHC reaction is HCl, the addition of base
was expected to accelerate the reaction. To optimize the reaction conditions, 4 equiv
of K2CO3 was added and the reaction mixture was then subjected to UV irradiation
(Scheme 2.3). Under these conditions, the photocyclization became much faster. TLC
analysis showed that the reaction started within 5 min and was complete in 5 hours.
The reaction produced compound 105 as a yellow solution. The organic solution was
washed with water to remove the excess amount of K2CO3 and then purified through
silica column to 105 in a yield of 85%.
The reaction conditions were further modified by using acetone as the solvent.
Again, the reaction was accomplished in 5 hours, affording the cyclized product 105
with an improved yield of 91%. Compared with the reaction in CH2Cl2, the reaction
in acetone was much cleaner. TLC analysis showed there were no detectable side
products formed when acetone was used as the solvent. One possible reason is that
the quenching of HCl with K2CO3 occurs more efficiently in acetone. Additionally,
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Scheme 2.4: PCDHC reaction of compound 99 in acetone.
acetone is known as a photosensitizer used in photochemical reactions. In this respect,
acetone can facilitate the photoexcitation of 99 to improve the reaction efficiency.
Scheme 2.5: Attempted synthesis of TBC from half-cyclized product via the Scholl
reaction.
Similar to the photocyclodehydrogenation of compound 98, PCDHC of 99 also
gave the half cyclized product. Given that 105 is compatible with oxidative
conditions, a classic Scholl reaction was then conducted in order to prepare the fully
cyclized TBC product. As shown in Scheme 2.6, compound 105 and 2 equiv of DDQ
were mixed in CH2Cl2 at 0
◦C in an N2 atmosphere. Then 1 equiv of CF3SO3H
was slowly added. TLC analysis showed that the reaction started immediately after
CF3SO3H was added. After 8 hours, TLC showed that most of compound 105 was
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consumed, but no major product could be detected. Very likely, the Scholl reaction
ended with the formation of decomposed products rather than the expected TBC.
The reaction was then conducted at -20 ◦C but still gave the same results. Moreover,
FeCl3 was used in the Scholl reaction, acting as Lewis acid and oxidant. As shown
in Scheme 2.6, the attempt of an FeCl3 promoted Scholl reaction did not yield the
desired product either.
Scheme 2.6: Attempted synthesis of TBC from 105 via FeCl3 promoted Scholl
reaction.
The PCDHC reaction of 99 was also monitored by 1H NMR analysis with time.
As shown in Figure 2.6, the two weak signals at 8.43 and 8.45 ppm are due to the
protons of compound 99, while the signals at 9.40, 9.42, 9.22 and 9.25 ppm are from
the protons of compound 105. The signals of the possible intermediates are rather
weak, so that the integration of these signals is not very accurate. Nevertheless,
meaningful kinetic profiles could still be obtained based on the NMR data.
Figure 2.7 shows the detailed kinetic profiles, where the green curve is the relative
mole ratio of compound 99 as a function of reaction time, the black curve is the
relative mole ratio of compound 105, and the red curve is the relative mole ratio of
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Figure 2.6: 1H NMR spectra monitoring the PCDHC reaction of compound 99.
possible intermediates. The irregular behavior of the red curve is possibly due to the
weak signal intensity. The kinetic plots of the PCDHC reaction of compound 99 show
similar patterns to those of the previous photocyclodehydrogenation reaction. The
results indicate that the PCDHC reaction can only accomplish half cyclization. More
likely the double ring closure process goes through a concerted mechanism rather
than a stepwise mechanism.
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Figure 2.7: Kinetic profiles of PCDHC of compound 99 based on NMR analysis.
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2.2.4 Photocyclodehydrogenation of Compounds 100 and
101
Compared with photocyclodehydrogenation, the PCDHC reaction of Ar4 –AQs 99 is
indeed much faster. However, the reaction only led to double ring closure, whereas
direct formation of TBC via photocyclization is still impossible. To address this
issue, another strategy was attempted, in which electron-donating groups (OMe)
were attached to Ar4 –AQs in order to activate the system to be more reactive toward
photocyclization.
Scheme 2.7: Photocyclodehydrogenation of OMe-substituted Ar4 –AQs 100.
The first attempted substrate was compound 100 (Scheme 2.7), in which OMe
groups are substituted at the para-positions of the phenyl rings. Compound
100 in CH2Cl2 was subjected to UV irradiation in the presence of DDQ as the
oxidant. Unfortunately, as soon as DDQ was added, the color of the reaction
solution immediately turned from colorless to purple. UV-Vis analysis showed that
there was a new charge-transfer band formed when 100 and DDQ were mixed,
indicating the occurrence of a rapid electron transfer reaction 100 (donor) to
DDQ (acceptor). The formation of such a charge-transfer complex prevented the
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photocyclodehydrogenation from happening and resulted in slow decomposition of
compound 100, possibly oxidation of 100 to form other unwanted products. Lowering
the reaction temperature to -20 ◦C did not cause any changes in the reaction outcomes.
It was clear that addition of an oxidant such as DDQ proved to be harmful to the
photocyclization of OMe-activated systems.
The second attempt to photocyclize compound 100 was made by using mixed
solvents, CH2Cl2/acetone, without any oxidant. Under these conditions, the
photocyclodehydrogenation reaction was observed to occur smoothly. Traced by
NMR analysis, the reaction was done after 38 hours of UV irradiation, giving
product 107 with a 38% yield after column chromatographic purification. Again,
the photocyclization only afforded the half-cyclized product, while the formation of
TBC remained unattainable.
Another OMe-substituted Ar4 –AQs 101 was also prepared and tested (Scheme
2.8). Compound 101 is a regioisomer of 100, in which the OMe groups are attached
to the ortho-positions of the phenyl groups. The molecular structural design here was
aimed at inducing an efficient photocyclodemethoxylation reaction, considering that
OMe itself is a reasonable leaving group in addition to being an activating group.
Preliminary results showed that the photocyclodemethoxylation of 101 was kind of
slow and required a long reaction time to accomplish. NMR analysis showed that
the photocyclization in the NMR tube took almost a week to finish (see Figure 2.8,
data acquired by another group member, Maryam Abdollahi). Addition of DDQ only
resulted in decomposition of the starting material.
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Scheme 2.8: Photocyclodemethoxylation of compound 101.
Figure 2.8: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectra monitoring the photocyclization of
compound 101.
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2.2.5 Photocyclodehydrogenation of Compounds 102 and
103
In addition to the tetraphenyl-AQ systems investigated above, two tetranaphthyl-
substituted AQs, 102 and 103, were prepared and examined.
Scheme 2.9: Photocyclodehydrogenation of compound 103.
As shown in Scheme 2.9, the structure of 103 contains four 2-naphthyl groups
connected to an AQ core. Ideally, full cyclization of 103 should furnish a
tetranaphthocoronene (TNC). In the experiment, 103 was dissolved in CH2Cl2 in
an NMR tube and DDQ was added as the oxidant. After 1 hour of exposure to UV
irradiation, the color of the reaction mixture changed from pale orange to pale yellow.
The reaction was monitored by TLC analysis to show that the reaction completed
after 5 hours. A dark red crude product was obtained with a yield of 39% after workup
and silica column separation. Extending the reaction time led to the formation of
more byproducts and the decomposition of the desired product. However, the product
was characterized as the half-cyclized structure 109, based on NMR, MS, and UV-
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Vis data. Thorough purification of the product by column chromatography, however,
turned out to be extremely difficult, due to the presence of some byproducts with
very similar elution behavior.
Scheme 2.10: Attempted PCDH reaction of compound 102.
Compound 102, in which 1-naphthyl groups are attached to the central AQ group,
was then investigated. This compound did not show any photocyclization reactivity
after more than 7 days of UV irradiation. Unlike compound 103, this compound
exhibits a considerable degree of steric hindrance due to the orientation of the 1-
naphthyl groups. Single crystal X-ray analysis indicated that the molecular structure
of 102 is highly twisted (see the following section). For this reason, PCDH reaction
of 102 would need to overcome a very high energy barrier, which essentially makes
it unreactive toward photocyclization.
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2.3 Electronic and Structural Properties of
Ar4 –AQs and Related Cyclized Products
2.3.1 UV-Vis Spectroscopic Properties
Figure 2.9: UV-Vis absorption spectra of compounds 98 and 104 measured in
CH2Cl2.
The electronic absorption properties of compounds 98 and its photocyclized
product 104 were investigated by UV-Vis analysis. As shown in Figure 2.9, the
spectrum of compound 98 shows a broad maximum absorption peak around 300 to
325 nm, which is due to the pi→pi* electronic transition. After photocyclization, the
increased pi-conjugation in 104 makes the absorption band substantially redshifted.
As can be seen from the spectrum, the maximum absorb peak for compound 104
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moves to 440 nm.
Figure 2.10: UV-Vis absorption spetra of compound 99 and its photocyclized product
105.
In a similar way, the UV-Vis absorption band of compound 99 also shows a great
redshift of pi→pi* after PCDHC reaction. As shown in Figure 2.10, the maximum
absorb peak for compound 99 is around 310 nm, and the maximum absorb peak for
compound 109 moves to around 400 nm. Similar spectral patterns were observed in
the UV-Vis analysis of compounds 100 and 102 as well.
The UV-vis spectra of MeO-substituted Ar4 –AQs 100 and 101 are shown in
Figure 2.11. As can be seen, the UV-Vis trace for the mixture of 100 and DDQ
shows a new low-energy peak around 540 nm, which is characteristic of the charge-
transfer (C-T) absorption band. However, the C-T band was not observed when
DDQ was added to a solution of compound 101. The different spectroscopic behavior
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Figure 2.11: UV-Vis absorption spectra comparing compounds 100, 101, and their
mixtures with DDQ.
can be explained because compound 100 is a much better pi-electron donor than its
regioisomer 101. In the structure of 100, OMe groups are attached to the para
positions of the phenyl rings, allowing the molecule to adopt a more flexible and
planar conformation than that of its isomer 101. This effect enables compound 100
to more readily release electron(s) to its counterpart electron acceptor, DDQ.
2.3.2 X-Ray Structural Analysis
Single crystals of some Ar4 –AQs and related photocyclized products were successfully
grown and their molecular structures were elucidated by X-ray single crystallographic
analysis.
Figure 2.12 illustrates the X-ray structure of 99, which shows a highly twisted
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Figure 2.12: ORTEP drawing of compound 99 at 50% probability viewed from
different perspectives.
conformation due to the steric crowding imposed by the ortho-chlorophenyl groups.
It is worth noting that the chloro groups are arranged in the opposite directions
on each side of the molecule to avoid steric interactions as well as to minimize the
dipole moment. The X-ray structure of 99 also suggests that the molecule needs
to undergo a certain degree of conformational change (e.g., rotation of one of the
ortho-chlorophenyl rings) to achieve the PCDHC reaction.
Figure 2.13 shows the X-ray structure of PCDHC product 105. As can be seen, the
pi-conjugated framework of this molecule becomes significantly more planar compared
with its precursor 99. The extended pi-delocalization thus lowers the HOMO–LUMO
gap of the compound and causes a substantial degree of redshift in the low-energy
pi→pi* transition band.
Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show the X-ray structures of OMe-substituted Ar4 –AQs
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Figure 2.13: ORTEP drawing of compound 105 at 50% probability viewed from
different perspectives.
100 and 2-napthyl-substituted 102. Like the other Ar4 –AQs, the conformations
of these two compounds are also highly twisted with the central AQ unit taking a
saddle-like shape. The relatively large size of the 2-naphthyl groups in 102 make the
four naphthyl groups adopt a trans like orientation on each side of the molecule. As
such, steric crowding around the AQ center can be mitigated. This conformation also
suggests that cyclization of 102 would encounter more significant steric hindrance
and hence would be more difficult than for tetraphenyl-substituted AQs.
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Figure 2.14: ORTEP drawing of compound 100 at 50% probability viewed from
different perspectives.
Figure 2.15: ORTEP drawing of compound 102 at 50% probability viewed from
different perspectives.
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2.4 Photocyclization of Ar4 –AQs in the Solid
State
So far, the photocyclization reactivity of various Ar4 –AQs has been demonstrated
only in the solution phase. The photochemical reactivity of Ar4 –AQs in the solid
state has not been clearly demonstrated in the literature. To address this issue, a
cross-linked polymer network P1 was prepared through the Schiff base condensation
reaction of 98 and p-phenylenediamine in the presence of acetic acid. As shown
in Scheme 2.11, the condensation reaction was done in 1,4-dioxane with heating,
resulting in cross-linked polymer P1 as an insoluble solid.
Polymer P1 was then subjected to UV irradiation (302–312 nm) at room
temperature for 7 days. Presumably, the Ph4 –AQ units in the structure of P1 would
undergo photocyclodehydrogenation reaction under these conditions. For comparison
purposes, another cross-linked polymer P2 was prepared through the Schiff base
condensation of compound 104 and p-phenylenediamine under the same conditions
as the synthesis of P1 (see Scheme 2.11). In the structure of P2, the Ph4 –AQ unit is
half-cyclized prior to polymerization. Comparison of the structures of UV-irradiated
P1 and P2 was then carried out by IR analysis.
As shown in Figure 2.16, the IR spectrum of precursor 98 (Figure 2.16A)
shows characteristic vibrational peaks at 1732 cm−1 (C=O stretching), 1690 cm−1
(C=C stretching), and 1596 cm−1 (aromatic C=C). After condensation with p-
phenylenediamine, the C=O peak disappears in the spectrum of P1 indicating the
consumption of the C=O group. In the meantime, a new peak at 1619 cm−1 shows
up, indicating the formation of C=N groups (Figure 2.16B). Upon UV irradiation,
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Scheme 2.11: Photoreactivity of Ph4 –AQ units embedded in the framework of a
cross-linked polymer P1 in the solid state.
the IR spectrum shows a dramatic change in the C=C stretching region. As can
be seen in Figure 2.16C, the 1690 cm−1 peak (C=C stretching) is substantially
weakened, while a new peak at 1672 cm−1 emerges. This vibrational peak resembles
that in the IR spectrum of P2 (Figure 2.16D), suggesting that the structures of
P1 after UV irradiation and P2 are similar. The IR data offer evidence for the
occurrence of photocyclodehydrogenation of Ph4 –AQ in polymer P1. It seems that
the photocyclization reactivity in the solid state is the same as that in the solution
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phase; that is, only the half-cyclized structure can be formed under UV irradiation.
Figure 2.16: IR spectra of (A) compound 98, (B) cross-linked polymer P1 before UV
irradiation, (C) cross-linked polymer P1 after UV irradiation, and (D) cross-linked
polymer P2.
2.5 Conclusions
In summary, a series of Ar4 –AQs has been synthesized and characterized. Their
photocyclization reactivity was investigated by NMR analysis. It was found
that photocyclodehydrogenation can be accelerated significantly by oxidants such
as DDQ. However, for electron-donor substituted Ar4 –AQs, they may undergo
intramolecular charge transfer reactions with DDQ, which hinder the photocyclization
pathway. PCDHC was observed to be much faster than photocyclodehydrogenation,
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particularly in the presence of base. So far, all the Ar4 –AQs investigated in this
work ended up with half-cyclized products under photochemical conditions. The
goal of forming TBCs directly from Ar4 –AQ precursors via photocyclization still
remains a challenge and awaits further exploration. Finally, this work for the first
time demonstrates that photocyclodehydrogenation of Ar4 –AQs units embedded in
solid-state polymer networks is possible. This finding offers opportunities for the
design and development of photo-responsive solid materials in our future work.
2.6 Experimental Section
Chemicals were purchased from commercial suppliers and used directly without
purification. Photocyclization reactions were performed in a quartz NMR tube
or custom-made a quartz glass tube according to the scale of reaction. The
reactions were conducted under the irradiation of a halogen lamp (100 W) or in
a Rayonet photochemical reactor equipped with eight UV lamps (64 W in total).
Evaporation and concentration were carried out with a water-aspirator. Flash
column chromatography was performed with silica gel 60 (240-400 mesh). Thin-
layer chromatography (TLC) was done with silica gel F254 coated on plastic sheets
and visualized by UV light. Melting points were measured on an MPA100 melting
point apparatus (Stanford Research Systems). 1H NMR spectra were measured on a
Bruker Avance III 300 MHz multinuclear spectrometer. Chemical shifts are reported
in ppm downfield relative to the signal of either the internal reference SiMe4 (0
ppm) or residual solvent CHCl3 (7.26 ppm). Coupling constants (J) are given in Hz.
Infrared spectra (IR) were recorded on a Bruker Alfa spectrometer. HRMS analyses
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were performed on an Agilent 6230 TOF LC/MS instrument using an APPI ionizer
and a QSTAR XL hybrid quadrupole/TOF mass spectrometer equipped with an o-
MALDI ion source. UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra were measured on a Cary 6000i
spectrophotometer.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level of theory using the Gaussian 09 software. Visualization of the molecular
structures and vibrational properties was performed using GaussView 5. Plotting of
optimized molecular structures was done by CYLview.
Syntheis of compound 99
Compound 97 (0.50 g, 0.94 mmol), 2-chlorophenylboronic acid (0.89 g, 5.6 mmol)
and Cs2CO3 (2.2 g, 6.6 mmol) were dissolved in THF/H2O (45 ml/15 ml), purged
with N2 for 10 minutes to give a yellow suspension. Pd(PPh3)4 (0.11 g, 0.19 mmol)
was added, the reaction was stirred at 70 ◦C overnight under N2. The reaction
mixture turned into a black cloudy solution by the next morning. Crude product was
extracted by DCM and washed with water. The organic layer was dried with MgSO4
and concentrated with rota-vapor. Silica column chromatography (CH2Cl2/hexane,
1:1) was used to purify the product to give compound 99 (0.53 g, 0.82 mmol, 87%)
as a white crystalline solid. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 8.38 (d, J = 7.7 Hz,
2H), 7.51 (dd, J = 7.6 Hz, 4H), 7.48-6.96 (m, 14H), 6.81 (dt, J = 7.2 Hz, 4H) ppm;
13C (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 142.1, 141.1, 139.0, 137.1, 136.6, 134.7, 132.6, 131.7, 131.5,
131.0, 130.4, 130.2, 129.2, 129.0, 128.2, 127.8, 127.0, 126.8, 125.6, 126.0 ppm; FTIR
(neat) 3065, 3046, 2973, 2866, 1464, 1426, 1257, 1050, 1035 cm−1; HRMS (APPI-
TOF, positive) m/z calculated for C40H24Cl4 646.4306, found 647.0682 [M + H]
+.
M.P. 306.4–308.4 ◦C.
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Synthesis of compound 101
Compound 97 (0.50 g, 0.94 mmol), 2-methoxybenzeneboronic acid (0.85 g, 5.6
mmol) and Cs2CO3 (2.2 g, 6.6 mmol) were dissolved in THF/H2O (45 ml/15 ml),
purged with N2 for 10 minutes. Pd(PPh3)4 (0.11 g, 0.19 mmol) was added, the
reaction was stirred at 70 ◦C overnight under the protection of N2. The reaction
mixture turned into a black cloudy solution by the next morning. Crude product
was extracted by DCM and washed with water. Silica column chromatography
(CH2Cl2/hexane, 1:1) was used to purify the product to give compound 101 (0.35
g, 0.55 mmol, 58%) as a white needle like crystalline solid. 1H NMR (300 MHz,
CD2Cl2) δ 8.02 (s, 2H), 7.29-6.87 (m, 22H), 3.99 (s, 6H), 3.63 (s, 6H) ppm;
13C
(75 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 137.9, 137.4, 132.1, 128.4, 127.5, 126.7, 125.3, 120.3, 111.2,
110.6 ppm; FTIR (neat) 3057, 3000, 2935, 2837, 1592, 1577, 1488, 1455, 1430, 1256,
1116, 1052, 1022 cm−1; HRMS (APPI-TOF, positive) m/z calculated for C44H36O4
628.2613, found 629.1702 [M + H]+.
Synthesis of compound 102
Compound 97 (0.10 g, 0.18 mmol), 1-naphthylboronic acid (0.19 g, 1.1 mmol)
and Cs2CO3 (0.43 g, 1.26 mmol) were dissolved in THF/H2O (30 ml/ 10 ml) mix
solvent, then the mixture was bubbled with N2 for 10 mins. Pd(PPh3)4 (0.043 g,
0.036 mmol) was carefully added and the reaction was kept stirring at 70 ◦C for
overnight under the protection of N2. Then the crude product was extracted with
CH2Cl2 and washed with H2O, the organic layer was dried using anhydrous MgSO4
and concentrated by rotary evaporator. The crude product was then purified by silica
column chromatography (ethyl acetate / hexane, 1:19). However, when the pure
product solution was concentrated by rotary evaporator, the color of the solution
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quickly turned from colorless to red, and TLC also showed a reaction may have
happened. Thus pure product was obtained by crystallization. The purified product
solution was collected in a beaker and the solvent was slowly evaporated under room
temperature to give a needle-like white crystalline product, compound 102 (0.066
g, 0.094 mmol, 52%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 8.94 (dd, J = 16.2, 8.5 Hz,
4H), 8.16 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 7.95 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H), 7.87-7.62 (m, 15.4, 7.8
Hz, 14H), 7.51–7.14 (m, 8H), 7.00 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H), 6.54–6.48 (m, 2H), 6.40-6.35
(m, 2H) ppm; FTIR (neat) 3057, 3040, 1592, 1569, 1505, 1393, 1021 cm−1; HRMS
(APPI-TOF, positive) m/z calculated for C44H36O4 708.2817, found 709.2013 [M +
H]+.
Synthesis of compound 103
Compound 97 (0.10 g, 0.18 mmol), 2-naphthylboronic acid (0.19 g, 1.1 mmol) and
Cs2CO3 (0.43 g, 1.26 mmol) were dissolved in THF/H2O (30 ml/ 10 ml) mix solvent,
then the mixture was bubbled with N2 for 10 min. Pd(PPh3)4 (0.043 g, 0.036 mmol)
was carefully added and the reaction was kept stirring at 70 ◦C overnight under the
protection of N2. Then the crude product was extracted with CH2Cl2 and washed with
H2O, the organic layer was dried using anhydrous MgSO4 and concentrated by rotary
evaporator. The crude product was then purified by silica column chromatography
(Ethyl acetate / Hexane, 1:19). However, similar as compound 102, when the pure
product solution was concentrated by rotary evaporator, the color of the solution
quickly turned from colorless to red, and TLC also showed a reaction may happened.
Thus pure product was obtained by crystallization. The purified product solution was
collected in a beaker and the solvent was slowly evaporated under room temperature
to give a needle-like white crystal product compound 103 (0.085 g, 0.12 mmol, 67%).
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1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 8.06 (d, J = 1.1 Hz, 4H), 7.89 – 7.80 (m, 12H), 7.71
(d, J = 1.7 Hz, 2H), 7.68 (d, J = 1.7 Hz, 2H), 7.56 – 7.42 (m, 8H), 7.15 (dd, J =
5.8, 3.3 Hz, 4H), 6.65 (dd, J = 5.8, 3.3 Hz, 4H) ppm; 13C (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 133.7,
132.3, 132.0, 131.9, 131.8, 129.1, 128.9, 128.6, 128.4 ppm; TIR (neat) 3050, 3018,
1593, 1498, 1451, 1272, 1189, 1140, 1021 cm−1; HRMS (APPI-TOF, positive) m/z
calculated for C44H36O4 708.2817, found 709.2254 [M + H]
+.
Synthesis of compound 104
Compound 98 (0.080 g, 0.13 mmol) and DDQ (0.12 mg, 0.53 mmol) were dissolved
in CH2Cl2 (10 ml) in a quartz tube to form a pale orange solution. The solution was
purged with N2 for 10 minutes and sealed with a rubber stopper. The tube was kept
in a photo reactor for 2 days; the wavelength of the light in this reaction ranges from
302 nm to 312 nm. The solution turns yellow after 2 days, and is then washed with
saturated NaHCO3 solution until the water layer is almost colorless. By this washing
step, the excess DDQ and the byproduct formed during the reaction was removed.
The organic layer was dried by rotary evaporator to give the pure compound 104,
which is yellow solid (0.073 g, 1.18 mmol, 91%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 10.32
(s, 2H), 10.11 (s, 2H), 9.50 (s, 2H), 9.32 (s, 2H), 8.06 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 4H), 8.04 (s, 4H),
7.79 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 4H), 7.43 (dd, J = 6.2, 3.4 Hz, 2H), 6.79 (dd, J = 6.2, 3.4 Hz,
2H) ppm; FTIR (neat) 2954, 2921, 2848, 2726, 1690, 1598, 1305, 1207, 1168 cm−1;
HRMS (APPI-TOF, positive) m/z calculated for C44H24O4 616.1675, found 617.1681
[M + H]+.
Synthesis of compound 105
Compound 99 (0.050 g, 0.077 mmol) and K2CO3 (0.051g, 0.31 mmol) were
dissolved in acetone (1.5 ml) in a quartz tube and then kept in a ultrasonic bath
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for 5 minutes to create a colorless suspension. The reaction was subject to UV light
(302 nm to 312 nm) in a reactor for 5 hours to give a yellow suspension. The reaction
mixture was filtered to remove the excess base added in the reaction. Acetone was
removed by rotary evaporator to give a yellow powder product. The crude product
was dissolved in CH2Cl2 washed with water, then dried with anhydrous MgSO4 and
concentrated in a rotary evaporator. Thin layer chromatography showed that the
product was pure and did not need further purification. The product 105 is a yellow
cubic crystal (0.037g, 0.065 mmol, 85%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) 9.23 (d, J =
4.2 Hz, 2H), 9.06 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 7.87-7.39 (m, 16H), 6.94 (ddd, J = 7.2, 6.3, 3.4
Hz, 2H) ppm; 13C (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) 129.8, 129.6, 128.6, 128.7, 128.1, 127.6, 127.5,
127.2, 126.7, 123.4, 123.0, 122.9, 122.8, 122.53, 122.51 ppm; FTIR (neat) 3066, 2916,
2845, 1474, 1411, 1245, 1033 cm−1; HRMS (APPI-TOF, positive) m/z calculated for
C40H22Cl2 572.1091 found 573.1173 [M + H]
+. M.P. 290.8–292.6 ◦C.
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Chapter 3
Synthesis of Cross-linked Polymers
via Schiff Base Condensation
3.1 Introduction
Covalent organic frameworks (COFs) are very promising porous materials that have
attracted enormous interest in recent years.92 COFs are crystalline networks in which
organic building blocks are connected with each other via strong covalent bonds. As
such, COFs usually show much higher thermal stability compared with metal organic
frameworks (MOFs).88–91 The pore size, symmetry and geometry of COFs can be
controlled at the molecular level, through careful design of organic building blocks.
The defined channels and pores inside COFs make them potential materials for gas
storage, release, and separation. COFs can also be potentially used in optoelectronics
and electrochemical energy storage due to their remarkable charge carrier transport
properties.
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COFs can be assembled through reversible condensation reactions, which allow
self error correction and rearrangement to occur, eventually giving highly regular
crystalline structures rather than amorphous polymers.92–95 The very first COFs
were made by the condensation of boronic acids with catechols to form five-member
boronic ester rings; however, this type of COFs is very sensitive to hydrolysis.92,102,103
Another popular method is Schiff base condensation, which gives such linkages
involving imines, hydrazones, azines, and imides.97–101 The imine-linked COFs are
much more stable than the boronic ester COFs. Furthermore, longer pi-conjugation
can be achieved by Schiff base condensation between aromatic amine with an aromatic
aldehyde, making it possible to create fully pi-conjugated systems throughout the
entire sheet of a 2D COF.
The geometry of COFs is dominated by the shape and connectivity of the organic
building blocks. For example, trigonal planar building blocks can form 2D sheets
with hexagonal pores, and these 2D sheets further stack to generate superstructures
with defined 1D channels. The 3D COFs are constructed from building blocks with
defined 3D-shapes, such as tetrahedral geometry.
The tetraarylanthraquinodimethanes (Ar4-AQs) and related derivatives are
interesting precursors and building blocks for novel functional pi-conjugated materials.
In our previous study, we generated a butterfly-shaped Ar4-AQ 98 with four formyl
groups functionalzed at its end positions.134,135 Unlike commonly used planar organic
building blocks for COFs, the non-planar shape of compound 98 presents a challenge
as well as some opportunities to construct new polymeric frameworks. Cross-
linking reactions, such as Schiff base condensation, can be envisioned to take place
between its four formyl groups and suitable amine counterparts to form cross-
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linked molecular frameworks with nanoscale intrinsic porosity.97–99 Herein, we are
particularly interested in exploring the possibility of assembling functional porous
polymeric networks (e.g., COFs or COF-like substances) using 98 as an organic
linkage.
In contrast to other 3D building blocks, there is no sp3 carbon in compound 98.
But the special butterfly molecular shape of 98 renders it an unusual 3D geometry
that may lead to the formation microporous 3D frameworks. Another interesting
property about the Ar4-AQ is that it has the potential to be transformed into highly
conjugated tetrabenzocoronenes (TBCs) via an oxidative cyclodehydrogenation
reaction. TBCs are appealing polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) with more
planar and pi-conjugated features. Polymeric networks embedded with TBC units
have not been reported so far, but they are expected to possess novel electronic and
photonic properties which should make them, if synthesized, widely applicable in
advanced optoelectronic devices.
3.2 Results and Discussion
As discussed before, the four formyl groups in compound 98 offer the opportunity to
construct polymeric frameworks via cross-linking reactions. Schiff base condensation
polymerization between compound 98 and p-phenylenediamine (110) in the presence
of acetic acid was first carried out. The reaction occurred smoothly in 1,4-dioxane in
a Teflon-lined hydrothermal reactor upon heating at 105 ◦C by an oven. Polymeric
product P1a was slowly formed as pale a brown precipitate after 3 days with a
rather low yield of 7%. The reaction was modified by applying different temperatures
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from 105 to 120 ◦C and extending the reaction time. The results showed that
the quality of P1 is dependent on the experimental conditions. The best reaction
condition modified involved dissolving compound 98 and p-phenylenediamine with
1,4-dioxane in a Teflon-lined hydrothermal reactor in the presence of 3 M acetic acid.
The reactor was first heated at 120 ◦C for 3 days and then at 110 ◦C for another
4 days in an oven. The resulting polymer P1c was obtained with a much higher
yield of 45% and polymer P1c shows reasonably good crystallinity as evidenced by
the distinctive diffraction peaks observed in its powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
spectrum. However, polymers prepared at other temperatures showed no crystallinity
in their PXRD spectrum, which means that in order to obtained the polymer with
an ordered structure, the reaction temperature needs to be carefully controlled. SEM
imaging of the polymer product also revealed the presence of microcrystals on the
scale of hundreds of nanometers. The polymer was also prepared by using a sealed
glass tube as the reactor, which was heated in an oil bath at 110 ◦C for 7 days.
Polymer P1e was obtained under these conditions as a brownish solid. PXRD analysis
showed that the diffraction patterns of polymer P1c and P1e are similar, but the
diffraction patterns of polymer P1e are less distinctive. The results indicate that it
is possible to generate relatively ordered cross-linked polymers by using an oil bath
as the heating source other than the classic solvothermal method. Nevertheless, the
polymer products obtained by the solvothermal method and the oil bath method give
similar IR spectral data, suggesting that the chemical structures of polymers P1c
and P1e are similar. In the IR spectrum, the characteristic C=N stretching band
is observed at ca. 1619 cm−1, and the C=O stretching band at 1732 cm−1 of the
precursor compound 98 disappears completely. This result confirms the formation of
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the Schiff base structure in the polymer. Compared with polymer P1c, the polymer
obtained from the solvothermal method at other temperatures also give very similar
IR spectral data. This indicates that Schiff base condensation still happened under
these conditions; however, the resulting polymer is amorphous in micro-morphology.
Furthermore, with the butterfly molecular shape of precursor compound 98, polymer
P1c was expected to possess ordered microstructures and microporosity. The BET
surface area of P1 acquired under hydrothermal conditions is determined to be 390.0
m2 g-1, and its BJH adsorption average pore width was 7.5 nm.164 The polymer was
also expected to show CO2 gas capture due to the presence of Schiff base moieties
and/or unreacted amino groups in the polymer. However, polymer P1 did not show
significant adsorption of CO2 gas. The polymer P1 was found to show very good
thermal stability; in particular, TGA analysis indicated that P1 retains fairly good
thermal stability up to 500 ◦C.
Polymerization reactions of compound 98 with o-phenylenediamine or m-
phenylenediamine were also conducted. In the synthesis, compound 98 and o-
phenylenediamine were dissolved in 1,4-dioxane in a sealed glass tube. To this
mixture was added 3 M acetic acid and the reaction was heated at 110 ◦C with
an oil bath for 16 days to give the condensation product. PXRD analysis showed
that the product is amorphous. When using m-phenylenediamine, the reaction
was performed under the same conditions, but no precipitates formed after 16
days, suggesting that the polymerization degree was very limited. The poor
polymerization degree may be explained as follows. The two amino groups in o- and
m-phenylenediamines are much closer compared with those in p-phenylenediamine.
The condensation of o-phenylenediamine with DHA compound 98 may favor the
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formation of low-degree polymerized oligomers rather than ordered, extended cross-
linked polymers. In contrast to p-phenylenediamine, which is a liner 1D building
block, o-phenylenediamin can be considered as a 2D building block, thus the geometry
of the condensation product of compound 98 with o-phenylenediamine is hard to
predicte. For m-phenylenediamine, the two amimo groups are relatively close, and it
is too difficult for the second DHA compound 98 to attack the phenylenediamine after
the first DHA compound 98 reacts with the phenylenediamine due to steric repulsion.
This may explain why there were no precipitates observed, since the polymerization
between 98 and m-phenylenediamine is too difficult to occur.
3.3 Preparation of Cross-Linked Polymers Based
on Ph4-AQ
3.3.1 Synthesis of Cross-linked Ph4-AQ Polymers Using p-
Phenylenediamine as a Building Block
The first attempt to make Ph4-DHA based cross-linked polymers was made through
the condensation reaction illustrated in Scheme 3.1. In the experiment, compound
98 and 2 equiv. of p-phenylenediamine were mixed in 1,4-dioxane in a Teflon-lined
hydrothermal reactor in the presence of 3 M HOAc (aq). After all the reagents were
added, the reaction mixture was bubbled with N2 flow for 10 min to remove oxygen.
Then the reactor was sealed and heated in an oven, with the temperature slowly
increased from rt to 105 ◦C and then kept at that temperature for 3 days. Afterwards,
the reactor was taken out of the oven and cooled down to rt. The precipitates formed
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Scheme 3.1: Synthesis of cross-linked polymer P1a by Schiff base condensation
reaction.
in the reaction mixture were collected by filtration, washed and dried under vacuum
to afford a light brown solid product, P1a, with a yield of 7%. The product was
found to be insoluble in common organic solvents, suggesting that it is a cross-linked
polymer product. The outcome of this reaction was promising, although the yield
was quite low. Modifications of reaction conditions were next carried out with the
aim of improving the yield of the cross-linked condensation product.
The low yield of the above synthesis may be due to several reasons, such as the
relatively short reaction time and low reaction temperature. Given this consideration,
the second synthesis was performed with both the reaction time and temperature
increased. Like the first synthesis, the required reactants and reagents were mixed
and degassed before heating. This time the reaction was slowly heated to 115 ◦C and
kept at this temperature for 7 days as shown in Table 3.1. After that, the reaction was
slowly cooled down to rt during a period of 1 day. The resulting product, P1b, was
a dark brown powder with a significantly increased yield of 68%. However, surface
area analysis of this powder showed that the BET surface area of P1b was not as
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Scheme 3.2: Synthesis of cross-linked polymer networks P1 under modified Schiff
base condensation conditions.
high as expected, indicating limited porosity of the material.
The initiation of Schiff base condensation usually needs a relatively high
temperature. On the other hand, in order to form highly ordered cross-linked
microstructures, self-healing steps should be involved in the synthetic process and
high temperature is not preferred. As such, an optimal reaction temperature is the
key to the formation of an ordered cross-linked polymer. Subsequent modification
was thus focused on tuning the reaction temperature. In the next experiment, the
condensation reaction was slowly heated to 120 ◦C and kept at this temperature for
4 days, and then the temperature was cooled down to 110 ◦C and kept for another
3 days. Finally, the reaction was slowly cooled to rt, yielding product P1c as a
yellow powder. The product was characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
analysis, which showed that P1c is partially crystalline. Also P1c was shown to have
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Temperature Time Product Color Yield Product
105 ◦C 3 days Pale brown 7% P1a
115 ◦C 7 days Dark brown 68% P1b
120-110 ◦C 7 days Yellow 45% P1c
120 ◦C 9 days Dark brown 78% P1d
110 ◦C 7 days Yellow 48% P1e
Table 3.1: Summary of experimental conditions and outcomes for the preparation of
Ph4-AQ based cross-linked polymers under different solvothermal conditions. Note
that cross-linked polymer P1e was prepared by heating the reaction mixture in an
oil bath.
a relatively large BET surface area, ca. 400 m2 g−1, which is very close to the reported
surface areas of some 2D COFs.92–95,97–101 This results showed that the crystallinity
of cross-linked products can be improved by slowly cooling the reaction temperature
after initiating the reaction at a relatively high temperature.
In the fourth experiment, the reaction mixture was slowly heated to 120 ◦C and
kept at this temperature for 9 days. Then it was slowly cooled to rt. The resulting
reaction product, P1d, was found to possess a surface area not as high as that of
P1c. PXRD analysis showed that P1d has a poorer crystallinity than that of P1c
(vide infra).
In addition to the oven heating method, preparation of Ph4-AQ cross-linked
polymers under heating with an oil bath was also investigated. The oil bath heating
method has the advantage in terms of easy monitoring of the progress of the reaction,
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since it allows the reaction be carried out in a transparent glass reactor rather than
the Teflon-lined hydrothermal reactor allowing for visual checking of the reaction.
Also, the oil bath allows the reaction temperature to be more accurately controlled
without significant fluctuation. In the experiment, compound 98 and 2 equiv of p-
phenylenediamine were dissolved in 1,4-dioxane in a glass tube. 3 M HOAc (aq) was
then added and the reaction mixture was bubbled with N2 flow for 10 min to remove
oxygen. After this treatment, the reaction tube was sealed and heated with an oil
bath. The temperature was slowly raised to 110 ◦C and kept at this temperature for
7 days. Then the reaction was slowly cooled down to rt and the resulting precipitate
was collected, washed and dried under vacuum to give cross-linked polymer P1e as
a yellow powder with a yield of 48%.
3.3.2 Synthesis of Cross-Linked Polymers Using Other
Phenylenediamines as Building Blocks
In addition to linear-shaped p-phenylenediamine, m-phenylenediamine (111) o-
phenylenediamine (112) were also investigated as building blocks to undergo
Schiff base condensation with compound 98 (Scheme 3.3). In each of these two
phenylenediamines, the two amino groups are oriented at an angle of 60◦ and 120◦,
respectively. As such, their condensation reactions with 98 were expected to yield
different products than the reaction between 98 and p-phenylenediamine.
As shown in Scheme 3.3, compound 98 and 2 equiv of m-phenylenediamine were
mixed in 1,4-dioxane in a glass tube. 3 M HOAc (aq) was then added and the
reaction mixture was bubbled with N2 for 10 min to remove oxygen. After this
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Scheme 3.3: Synthesis of cross-linked polymer networks P1 under modified Schiff
base condensation conditions.
treatment, the reaction tube was sealed and heated in an oil bath. The temperature
was slowly raised to 110 ◦C and kept at this temperature for as long as 16 days.
Unfortunately, no precipitates were observed during the course of this reaction,
indicating that the condensation reaction between 98 and m-phenylenediamine, if it
occurred, only yielded oligomeric products with good solubility. The reaction outcome
hence indicates that the molecular shape of m-phenylenediamine, in particular the
120◦ angle between the two amino groups, is not suitable for cross-linking reactions.
The Schiff base condensation reactions between compound 98 and o-
phenylenediamine was then tested. In the experiment, compound 98 and 2 equiv
of o-phenylenediamine were mixed in 1,4-dioxane in a glass tube. 3 M HOAc (aq)
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was then added and the reaction mixture was bubbled with N2 for 10 min to remove
oxygen. After this treatment, the reaction tube was sealed and heated with an oil
bath. The temperature was slowly raised to 110 ◦C and kept at this temperature
for 7 days. In contrast to the case of m-phenylenediamine, pale yellow precipitates
were gradually formed during the course of reaction. The precipitates were collected
by filteration, washed with solvents, and then dried under vacuum. Gas adsorption
analysis showed that this cross-linked product does not possess a significant BET
aurface area and is not porous in structure. The lack of porosity is likely due to the
molecular shape of o-phenylenediamine which should lead to twisted and/or folded
polymer structures rather than ordered and extended polymer networks with defined
intrinsic porosity. Because of these results, further attempts to optimize the yields of
cross-linked polymers using o-phenylenediamine as a building block were abandoned.
3.4 Characterizations of Ph4-AQ Based Cross-
linked Polymers
3.4.1 PXRD and SEM Analyses
The prepared cross-linked polymers P1b–P1d were subjected to PXRD analysis
to characterize their crystalline properties in the solid state. For comparison
purposes, the PXRD patterns of starting 98 and p-phenylenediamine were also
measured. Figure 3.1 shows the detailed PXRD data. Cross-linked polymer P1c
(black trace in the figure) exhibits distinctive diffraction peaks, suggesting relatively
good crystallinity. Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) imaging of the product P1c
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Figure 3.1: PXRD patterns of polymers P1c (black), P1b (green), P1d (orange),
compound 98 (red), and p-phenylenediamine (blue).
also revealed the presence of microcrystals on the scale of hundreds of nanometers
(Figure 3.2), which concurs with the PXRD results. Polymers P1b and P1d give
similar PXRD patterns that are indicative of amorphous solids rather than crystalline
materials. Clearly, the conditions applied for the preparation of P1b and P1d do
not facilitate the formation of ordered cross-linked microstructures.
Figure 3.3 compares the PXRD patterns of polymers P1c and P1e, which were
prepared in a hydrothermal reactor heated with an oven and a sealed glass tube
heated with an oil bath, respectively. The PXRD results indicate that P1e has a
certain degree of crystallinity, but compared with P1c the diffraction patterns are
less distinctive. The results confirm that it is possible to generate relatively ordered
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Figure 3.2: SEM image of polymer P1c.
cross-linked polymers by using oil bath heating in place of the solvothermal method.
3.4.2 IR Analysis
To investigate the covalent bonding properties of Ph4-DHA cross-linked polymers,
IR spectroscopic analysis was performed. Figure 3.4 shows the IR spectrum of
polymer P1c in comparison with the IR spectra of starting materials 98 and p-
phenylenediamine. As can be seen, the IR spectrum of P1c does not show the
vibrational peaks due to the N–H (3400-3500 cm−1) and C=O (1740 cm−1 ) stretching
modes, indicating the complete consumption of the aldehyde and amino groups
during the Schiff base condensation reaction. In the meantime, a characteristic C=N
stretching band at 1619 cm−1 is clearly observed in the spectrum of P1c, which
provides evidence for the occurrence of Schiff base condensation.
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Figure 3.3: PXRD patterns of polymers P1c (red) and P1e (blue).
Figure 3.5 shows the IR spectra of polymers P1a–P1d. The IR data of P1a
still show the presence of a weak C=O stretching band indicating that there are
unreacted -CHO groups in the structure of P1a. After extending the reaction time,
the C=O band disappears in the IR spectrum of polymers P1b–P1d. It is clear
that the reaction time is an important factor for the preparation of cross-linking
polymers. Indeed, the polymerization process is rather time consuming and prolonged
reaction time is necessary. The IR spectra of P1b–P1d do not show much difference,
suggesting that the chemical composition of these three polymers are quite similar
to one another, even though PXRD results show that their crystalline properties are
somewhat different.
3.4.3 Surface Area and Porosity Analysis
Given the twisted, butterfly-like molecular shape of compound 98, it was expected
that P1 if formed with ordered (i.e., crystalline) microstructures would possess
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Figure 3.4: IR spectra of compound 98, p-phenylenediamine, and cross-linked
polymer P1c.
intrinsic microporosity. Indeed, the BET surface area of P1 acquired under the
hydrothermal conditions was determined to be 390.0 m2 g−1, and its BJH adsorption
average pore width is 7.5 nm. As shown in Figure 3.6, the nitrogen gas adsorption of
polymer P1 gives a typical Type II isotherm. A Type II isotherm reflects the typical
physical adsorption process on non-porous or macroporous adsorbents, which is the
most common result in gas adsorption analysis. Due to the strong interactions of the
adsorbate on the surface, the adsorption amount rises rapidly at low relative pressure,
and the curve has a convex shape. The isotherm inflection point usually appears in
the vicinity of single-layer adsorption. As the relative pressure continues to increase,
multi-layer adsorption gradually takes place. When the saturated vapor pressure is
reached, the adsorption layer is almost infinite, making it difficult to determine the
accurate limit equilibrium adsorption value.
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Figure 3.5: IR spectra of cross-linked polymers P1a-P1d.
3.4.4 Thermal Stability
The thermal stability of cross-linked polymer P1 was examined by thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA). Figure 3.8 shows the detailed TGA profile, from which it can be
clearly seen that P1 retains fairly good thermal stability up to 500 ◦C. The weight
loss at 50 ◦C is about 16%, which can be ascribed to the loss of water or other low
boiling-point solvents trapped in the polymer matrix. From 50 ◦C to 500 ◦C, the TGA
trace shows a slightly decreasing trend, but the weight loss is relatively insignificant.
Obviously, P1 is thermally stable in this temperature range and the small degree of
weight loss is likely due to the removal of some relatively high boiling point solvents
trapped inside the polymer, such as DMF and 1,4-dioxane, since they were used in
the preparation of the polymer as solvents. When the temperature is higher than
500 ◦C, the TGA curve shows a sharp decrease in weight, suggesting that chemical
decomposition starts to occur significantly at high temperature. Overall, the TGA
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Figure 3.6: Nitrogen gas adsorption (black) and desorption (red) curve of cross-linked
polymer P1c.
data indicate that the cross-linked polymer P1 possesses good thermal stability which
bodes well for its practical uses, such as functional adsorbents and/or catalysis.
3.5 Conclusions
A new class of cross-linked polymer networks using compound 98 and p-
phenylenediamine as building blocks was investigated. Schiff base condensation served
as an effective approach to form cross-linked polymers, while reaction conditions
such as reaction temperature, heating method, and reaction time are important
parameters for the quality of the resulting cross-linked polymers. Especially, if
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Figure 3.7: BET curve of cross-linked polymer P1c.
ordered crystalline microporous networks are desirable, the reaction conditions need
to be carefully controlled. The polymerization reactions between compound 98 and
m-phenylenediamine/o-phenylenediamine did not produce good quality cross-linked
polymers. It has been confirmed that the molecular shape of the diamine building
block is another key factor in the formation of microporous polymer networks.
3.6 Experimental Section
Chemicals were purchased from commercial suppliers and used directly without
purification. Schiff based condensation reactions were performed in either a 15 mL
Teflon-lined hydrothermal synthesis autoclave reactor or a 15 mL Pyrex glass tube
reactor equipped with a Teflon screw cap. Infrared spectra (IR) were recorded on
a Bruker Alfa spectrometer. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was done on a
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Figure 3.8: TGA profile of cross-linked polymer P1c.
TA Instruments TGA Q500 system. Scanning Electron Microscopes (SEM) were
performed on a JEOL JSM-7100F instrument (Vacc = 30 kV, Imax = 400 nA).
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis was carried out on the Rigaku Ultima IV
x-ray diffractometer equipped with a copper x-ray source and a scintillation counter
detector. Surface area and porosity analysis was performed on a Micrometrics Tristar
II Plus instrument.
Synthesis of Polymer P1a
Compound 98 (60 mg, 0.096 mmol) and p-phenylenediamine (21 mg, 0.19 mmol)
were dissolved in 1,4-dioxane (5 mL) in a 15 mL Teflon-lined hydrothermal synthesis
autoclave reactor. The mixture was purged with N2 flow for 10 min and then 3 M
HOAc (aq) (0.26 mL) was added. The reactor was sealed and placed in an oven
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to be slowly heated to 105 ◦C and the heating at this temperature was kept for 3
days. After cooling to rt, precipitates formed in the reaction mixture was collected
by centrifugation followed by vacuum filtration. The solids were rinsed with DMF
several times until the DMF filtrate became colorless. The rinsing was then repeated
with copious THF. The resulting solids were air dried overnight and then placed under
vacuum for 5 h to give P1a (5.1 mg, 7%) a pale brown solid. P1a obtained by this
method shows reasonably good crystallinity as characterized by SEM imaging and
PXRD analysis.
Synthesis of Polymer P1b
Compound 98 (60 mg, 0.096 mmol) and p-phenylenediamine (21 mg, 0.19 mmol)
were dissolved in 1,4-dioxane (5 mL) in a 15 mL Teflon-lined hydrothermal synthesis
autoclave reactor. The mixture was purged with N2 flow for 10 min and then 3 M
HOAc (aq) (0.26 mL) was added. The reactor was sealed and placed in an oven
to be slowly heated to 115 ◦C and the heating at this temperature was kept for 7
days. After cooling to rt, precipitates formed in the reaction mixture was collected
by centrifugation followed by vacuum filtration. The solids were rinsed with DMF
several times until the DMF filtrate became colorless. The rinsing was then repeated
with copious THF. The resulting solids were air dried overnight and then placed under
vacuum for 5 h to give P1b (50 mg, 68%) a dark brown solid. P1b obtained by this
method was characterized by SEM imaging and PXRD analysis.
Synthesis of Polymer P1c
Compound 98 (60 mg, 0.096 mmol) and p-phenylenediamine (21 mg, 0.19 mmol)
were dissolved in 1,4-dioxane (5 mL) in a 15 mL Teflon-lined hydrothermal synthesis
autoclave reactor. The mixture was purged with N2 flow for 10 min and then 3 M
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HOAc (aq) (0.26 mL) was added. The reactor was sealed and placed in an oven to
be heated at 120 ◦C for 3 days. After that, the temperature was decreased to 110
◦C and the heating at this temperature was kept for another 3 days. After cooling
to rt, precipitate formed in the reaction mixture was collected by centrifugation and
then vacuum filtration. The solids were rinsed with DMF several times until the
DMF filtrate became colorless. The rinsing was then repeated with copious THF.
The resulting solids were air dried overnight and then placed under vacuum for 5 h to
give P1c (33 mg, 45%) a yellow solid. P1c obtained by this method shows reasonably
good crystallinity as characterized by SEM imaging and PXRD analysis.
Synthesis of Polymer P1d
Compound 98 (60 mg, 0.096 mmol) and p-phenylenediamine (21 mg, 0.19 mmol)
were dissolved in 1,4-dioxane (5 mL) in a 15 mL Teflon-lined hydrothermal synthesis
autoclave reactor. The mixture was purged with N2 flow for 10 min and then 3 M
HOAc (aq) (0.26 mL) was added. The reactor was sealed and placed in an oven
to be slowly heated to 120 ◦C and the heating at this temperature was kept for 7
days. After cooling to rt, precipitates formed in the reaction mixture was collected by
centrifugation and then vacuum filtration. The solids were rinsed with DMF several
times until the DMF filtrate became colorless. The rinsing was then repeated with
copious THF. The resulting solids were air dried overnight and then placed under
vacuum for 5 h to give P1d (57 mg, 78%) a dark brown solid. P1d obtained by this
method was characterized by SEM imaging and PXRD analysis.
Synthesis of Polymer P1e
Compound 98 (60 mg, 0.096 mmol) and p-phenylenediamine (21 mg, 0.19 mmol)
were dissolved in 1,4-dioxane (5 mL) in a Pyrex glass tube reactor. The mixture was
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purged with N2 flow for 10 min and then 3 M HOAc (aq) (0.26 mL) was added. The
reactor was sealed with a Teflon screw cap and placed in an oil bath to be heated at
110 ◦C. After heating for 7 days, a yellow precipitate was formed. After cooling to
rt, the precipitates were collected through vacuum filtration followed by sequential
rinsing with copious amounts of DMF and THF. The resulting solids were air dried
and then placed under vacuum for 5 h to give P1e (36 mg, 48%) as a yellow solid. P1e
obtained by this method shows relatively poor crystallinity as evidenced by PXRD
analysis.
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Chapter 4
Acid-promoted Intramolecular
Cyclization of
ortho-Dithiafulvenyl-substituted
Phenyacetylene Derivatives
The work reported in this chapter has been published as a full research article, see
C. Wang, C. Flinn, Y. Zhao, Intramolecular Alkyne-Dithiolium Cycloaddition: a
Joint Experimental and DFT Mechanistic Study RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 36623–36631.
Experimental work was solely carried out by C. Wang, while computational studies
were conducted by Prof. C. Flinn and Prof. Y. Zhao. C. Wang also participated in
data analysis and manuscript preparation.
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4.1 Introduction
Organic pi-conjugated materials have been widely applied in organic conductors
semiconductors, chemo- and bio-sensors, light-emitting devices, organic photovoltaic
devices, and many other fields. Among them, tetrathiafulvalene (TTF), which
is the active component of the first organic conductor discovered, has played an
indispensable and central role in the area of modern molecular electronics.127,135,165–169
Over the past ten years, a class of pi-extended TTF analogues, namely TTFVs, has
been actively investigated as redox-active building blocks for various pi-conjugated
systems, many of which have demonstrated intriguing redox, optoelectronic,
and supramolecular properties.170–173 A particularly appealing aspect of TTFVs,
especially the family of aryl-substituted TTFVs, lies in their redox controllable
conformational switching behaviour. Built upon aryl-TTFVs, various functional
molecular systems have been prepared and reported in the recent literature, including
stimuli-responsive conjugated polymers, fluorescent molecular tweezers, redox-active
ligands, shape-persistent macrocycles, molecular rotors.82,141,174–176
As mentioned in Chapter 1, dithiafulvenes (DTFs) can be readily converted into
TTFVs through a straightforward oxidative dimerization reaction.128,136–140 Scheme
4.1 describes the general mechanism for this type of dimerization reaction.141–143
However, in a study by Yunfei Wang, a former member of the Zhao group,
an unexpected reaction outcome was observed when a bis(DTF)-endcapped
diphenylbutadiyne 117 was subjected to oxidative treatment with iodine (see Scheme
4.2).144
Quite surprisingly, the oxidation of 117 ended up with the formation of compound
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Scheme 4.1: Typical oxidative dimerization of DTF
Scheme 4.2: An unusual iodine-promoted cycloaddition of bis-DTF compound 117.
118 as the major product. In contrast to the generally expected dimerized product,
the structure of 118 features a complex fused tricyclic indenothiophene motif.
The newly formed rings in compound 118 are supposedly formed through an
intramolecular cycloaddition process,177,178 while the sp3 benzylic carbon in the
middle five-member ring B suggests that a protonation step takes place on the vinylic
carbon adjacent to the dithiole group of compound 117 at the initial stage of the
reaction.179–181 Two plausible reaction pathways were thus proposed to account for
the formation of product 118 as shown in Scheme 4.3.
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Scheme 4.3: Two plausible reaction pathways for the intramolecular alkyne-dithiolium
cycloaddtion.
In the proposed mechanism, the reaction begins with the protonation of compound
117 to generate a dithiolium intermediate IM-1. The acid herein is believed to be
HI, which comes from the redox reactions between compound 117 and iodine.140
Once formed, the dithiolium moiety of IM-1 can quickly react with the ortho-
alkynyl group due to its close proximity. Following IM-1, two reaction pathways
can be conceived based on commonly known organic reaction mechanisms. The first
one is a concerted 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition that directly leads to IM-3 with the
backbones of B and C rings assembled at same time. The second one is a stepwise
pathway, in which the alkynyl group attacks the dithiolium ring via an “alkyne Prins
type cyclization” at first, forming the B ring only.182–187 The resulting intermediate
IM-2 then undergoes another step of intramolecular nucleophilic addition to yield
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intermediate IM-3, which then undergoes a ring-opening step to produce a cationic
intermediate IM-4. At the final stage of the reaction, a desulfurization process occurs
to give the neutral product compound 118.
With the proposed reaction mechanisms, several important questions arise as
follows. (i) The acid seems to be an essential reagent in the reaction, if the
hypothesized mechanism holds true, will the introduction of a protic acid to
the reaction make a improvement on the reaction rate and yield? (ii) Does
the intramolecular alkyne-dithiolium cycloaddition prefer the concerted or stepwise
pathway? (iii) How does the dethiomethylation occur in the final stage of the reaction?
(iv) Is iodine a necessary agent to the reaction, or not?
To answer above questions, a series of experiments was designed and conducted.
Computational density functional theory (DFT) calculations were also performed
to investigate the detailed reaction mechanisms in combination with experimental
evidence. The details of our mechanistic study on the intramolecular alkyne-
dithiolium cycloaddition reaction are described in this chapter.
4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 The Role of Protic Acids on Cyclization
Firstly, we investigated the role of protic acid in the intramolecular cyclization of
compound 117. A strong organic acid, trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), was chosen in
our experiments based on its known ability to effectively protonate dithiole groups
in nonpolar organic media.188–190 Experimentally, TFA was slowly added into the
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Figure 4.1: TFA-promoted intramolecular cyclization of compound 117.
solution of compound 117 in CH2Cl2, which quickly led to a color change from
yellowish to dark red. The reaction proceeded very fast. At -20 ◦C, compound 117
was completely consumed within 5 min as monitored by thin-layer chromatographic
(TLC) analysis. Aqueous workup followed by quick silica column separation afforded
a crude product as a red-color powder. Further purification of this product was
unsuccessful due to its poor chemical stability and the presence of some inseparable
byproducts. Nevertheless, the product 119 could still be reasonably deduced as the
structure shown in 4.1, based on the two distinctive singlets at 6.12 ppm and 7.17
ppm in the 1H NMR spectrum. The first peak is characteristic of the indenyl proton,
while the second is the vinylic proton adjacent to the dithole group. The two proton
signals show nearly equal integral values, indicating that only half of compound 117
has cyclized under the TFA treatment. The formation of an indenyl moiety in 119
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can be rationalized by a beta-hydrogen elimination on the reactive intermediate IM-4
mentioned in 4.1. A strong protic acid can substantially accelerate the intramolecular
alkyne-dithiolium cyclization, but it does not seem to be very effective at promoting
the elimination of SMe. Without removal of the SMe group, the remaining alkynyl
unit of compound 119 is prohibited from going through another step of intramolecular
cyclization due to the pronounced steric hindrance surrounding it.
4.2.2 The Reactivity of Monoynes and Diynes towards
Cyclization
Scheme 4.4: TFA-promoted intramolecular cyclization of compound 115 and 116.
To check whether this TFA-promoted intramolecular cyclization reaction would
generally occur on ortho alkynyl substituted aryl-DTFs, two simple model compounds
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115 and 116 were prepared and then subjected to TFA treatment in CH2Cl2 (see
Scheme 4.4). Upon addition of an excess amount of TFA, the solution of compound
115 turned into a red color quickly at -20 ◦C. After 5 min, the mixture was worked
up with aqueous NaHCO3 and checked by TLC analysis. To our surprise, only
the starting material 115 was observed and there was no indication of any other
meaningful products. Increasing the reaction temperature to room temperature
and prolonging the reaction time to 12 hours still led to the same result. Clearly,
compound 115 lacks of the acid-promoted intramolecular cyclization reactivity.
Comparing the structures of compounds 115 and 117, one can easily see that
their alkynyl units are different in terms of pi-conjugation degree. At this juncture,
it was reasoned that the extended pi-conjugation of the 1,3-butadiynylene segment
of 117 exerted a key effect on the reactivity, most likely the key transition state(s)
involved in the cyclization step would be stabilized by the extended pi-conjugation at
the alkynyl group resulting in lower activation energy barrier(s). This hypothesis is
substantiated by the experimental observation that ortho-diyne substituted phenyl-
DTF 116 was quickly consumed upon treatment with excess TFA in CH2Cl2 at -20
◦C, yielding two compounds 120 and 121 as the major products at a molar ratio of
ca. 2:1 as shown in Scheme 4.4. Both of the cyclized products were separated by silica
column chromatography to yield samples pure enough for 1H NMR analysis, based on
which their molecular structures were determined. Mechanistically, compound 121
can be reasonably ascribed to the product of dethiomethylation of 120, while this
elimination step appears to more readily occur than in the case of compound 117.
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4.2.3 The Role of Iodine in Elimination of SMe
Scheme 4.5: Two plausible mechanisms proposed for the elimination of SMe group
In the reaction of compound 117 to form compound 118 shown in Scheme 4.2,
iodine is believed to play a vital role in accelerating the dethiomethylation step as
compared with the outcome of the TFA-promoted reaction in Scheme 4.1. The
removal of the SMe group was proposed to occur through a simple elimination
mechanism (shown as Route 1 in Scheme 4.5), in which iodide anion acts as a
nucleophile to directly attack the SMe group. To validate whether this is a viable
mechanism, a control reaction was conducted in which excess TFA and KI were co-
added to the CH2Cl2 solution of 117. The reaction was run at -20
◦C for as long as 4
hours and monitored by TLC, but the TLC results showed no significant differences
from the reaction with only TFA present. This observation suggested that Route 1
is not the actual dethiomethylation mechanism.
In an another control experiment, compound 117 was first treated with 6 equiv. of
TFA in CH2Cl2 at -20
◦C for 5 min. 1 equiv. of iodine was dissolved in CH2Cl2
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and then added to the reaction mixture. The reaction was kept at -20 ◦C for
another 10 min. After a reductive workup with aqueous Na2S2O3, compound 118
was obtained with a 54% isolated yield. Compared with the reaction conducted in
Yunfei Wang’s work, the use of TFA in combination with iodine did make a remarkable
improvement on both reaction rate and yield, hence offering a useful synthetic method
for constructing complex indenothienyl motifs.191–194
The experimental results so far have confirmed that direct dethiomethylation
cannot occur easily under non-oxidative conditions. The presence of an oxidant,
such as iodine, plays an important role in this reaction.195,196Iodine has been
known to induce the oxidation of thioether to form sulfoxide. Another elimination
mechanism (shown as Route 2 in Scheme 4.5) is thus proposed. After the acid-
promoted alkyne-dithiolium cyclization, oxidation of the -SMe group of IM-5
ensues to afford compound IM-6. Conversion of the -SMe into sulfoxide leads to
enhanced electrophilicity. Thus nucleophilic attack on it would readily produce the
indenothiophene product compound 118. The mechanism depicted in Route 2 agrees
reasonably with the experimental observations and the known chemistry reported in
the literature, but there is still lack of concrete evidence for this mechanism being the
actual operative one. More systematic studies are warranted to gain deeper insight
in this respect. Nevertheless, it is clear that oxidation of the cyclized intermediate(s)
with iodine activates the dethiomethylation step. For the reaction of model compound
116 shown in Figure 4.4, the dethiomethylated product 121 was formed without the
presence of any deliberately added oxidant. Since the reaction was run under open
air, the elimination of -SMe in this case does not contradict the mechanism of Route
2. Oxygen diffused into the reaction solution is believed to act as an oxidant197 to
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facilitate the -SMe elimination in this case.
4.2.4 DFT Studies of the Intramolecular Alkyne-Dithiolium
Cycloaddition
So far, the above investigations have disclosed several important aspects regarding
the intramolecular alkyne-dithiolium cycloaddition. However, the experimental
data cannot fully disclose the mechanistic details of the key cyclization
process that transform the alkynyl-dithiolium intermediate into a fused tricyclic
indenodihydrothiophene cation. As described in Scheme 4.3, the reaction from IM-3
to IM-4 can possibly follow two different cycloaddition mechanisms, stepwise and
concerted cycloaddition. To find out which mechanism is more favored, density
functional theory (DFT) calculations have been carried out in order to map out the
detailed reaction pathways. Two model compounds 122 and 123 were utilized in the
computational study to simulate the actual compounds 115 and 116 tested in our
experimental work. Our computational study was only focused on the intermediates
and transition states involved in the processes from the protonated phenyl-DTFs 122
and 123 to their corresponding indenodihydrothiophene cation intermediates.
Figure 4.2 shows the DFT calculated reaction pathways and energy profiles for
the intramolecular cycloaddition of the monoyne-substituted dithiolium 122. The
reaction first overcomes a transition state 122-TS1 with an activation energy barrier
of 28.1 kcal/mol, leading to a cage-like cationic intermediate 122-IM1. The structure
of 122-TS1 indicates a concerted asynchronous bond forming feature, wherein the
distance between C1–C2 is significantly shorter than those of C3–C4 and C3—C5 (for
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122-TS1 122-IM1 122-TS2 122-TS4
C1-C2 1.83 1.51 1.54 1.37
C2-C3 1.26 1.44 1.38 1.46
C3-C4 2.79 1.56 2.00 1.55
C3-C5 2.79 1.56 1.53 1.53
C4-C5 1.37 1.49 1.48 1.49
C4-C7 1.73 1.83 1.73 1.81
C5-C6 1.73 1.83 1.84 1.85
C1-S6 1.79 1.85 1.83 1.86
C1-S7 1.79 1.85 1.90 2.46
Table 4.1: Selected bond distances (A˚) for the transition states and intermediate
involved in the intramolecular cycloaddition of compound 122.
120
Figure 4.2: Calculated free energy profiles for steps involved in the intramolecular
cycloaddition of compound 122.
detailed bond distances, see Table 4.2.4). The C3–C4 and C3–C5 bond lengths are
identical, rendering the transition state 122-TS1 planar symmetry. The development
of the C1–C2 bond is associated with a notable distortion of the ditholium ring,
allowing the pi-bond of C4–C5 to have orbital interactions with the empty p-orbital
of the C3 carbon. Natural bonding orbital (NBO) analysis198,199shows that the
donor-acceptor orbital interactions between pi(C4–C5) and p(C3) provide stabilization
energy of 12.62 kcal/mol to the transition state. Transition state 122-TS1 is directly
connected to a relatively stable intermediate 122-IM1 in which carbon atoms,
C3, C4, and C5, are bonded to one another to form a three-membered ring.200,201
Intermediate 122-IM1 is then subjected to sequential bond breaking at the C3–C4
and C1–S7 bonds to yield product 122-p. Two reaction pathways (designated as
paths A and B in Figure 4.2) were evaluated by the DFT calculations. In path A,
the first step is C3–C4 bond cleavage going through transition state 122-TS2, while
path B begins with the breaking of C1–S7 bond first. Path A is the favoured one,
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Figure 4.3: Structures of selected transition states and intermediate involved in the
intramolecular cycloaddition of compound 122.
since it has an energy barrier (6.03 kcal/mol) much lower than that of path B (52.75
kcal/mol).
The mechanistic details for the intramolecular cycloaddition of diyne-substituted
dithiolium 123 are depicted in Figure 4.4. In contrast to the reaction mechanism of
monoyne 122, compound 123 undergoes the cycloaddition in a sequential manner.
In the first step, the C2–C3 alkynyl group attacks the C1 carbocation of the
dithiolium ring, leading to a cationic intermediate 123-IM1. This is a mechanism
typical of the Prins-type cyclization reactions.182–187 The transition state of this
process 123-TS clearly reveals a σ bond developing between C1–C2 , but the
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123-TS1 123-IM1 123-TS2 123-TS4
C1-C2 1.84 1.63 1.58 1.51
C2-C3 1.27 1.30 1.32 1.45
C3-C4 3.60 3.01 2.48 1.58
C3-C5 3.65 3.01 2.48 1.58
C4-C5 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.48
C4-C7 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.82
C5-C6 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.82
C1-S6 1.79 1.82 1.84 1.85
C1-S7 1.78 1.82 1.84 1.85
C3-C7 1.33 1.33 1.35 1.43
C7-C8 1.23 1.23 1.22 1.21
Table 4.2: Selected bond distances (A˚) for the transition states and intermediate
involved in the intramolecular cycloaddition of compound 123
123
Figure 4.4: Calculated free energy profiles for steps involved in the intramolecular
cycloaddition of compound 123.
distances at C3–C4 and C3–C5 (3.60 A˚and 3.65 A˚) are, in contrast to the case
of compound 122, beyond the van der Waals contact distance and hence indicate
little covalent interaction. NBO analysis shows that in transition state 123-TS1
there is an alkenyl carbocation character developing on C3, which is stabilized by
the neighboring alkynyl group (C7–C8) through a pi-conjugation effect. The donor-
acceptor orbital interactions in 123-TS1 are calculated to deliver 55.50 kcal/mol of
stabilization energy. The presence of such a resonance effect allows the transition
state to avert further bending of the dithiolium ring to achieve pi(C4–C5)–p(C3)
interactions as occurring in the case of monoyne 122-TS. Indeed, the stabilizing effect
by the extra alkynyl group significantly lowers the energy barrier for the cyclization
of diyne 123 by 8.8 kcal/mol in comparison with that of monoyne 122.
After transition state 123-TS1, the reaction then moves to a cationic intermediate
123-IM1, the structure of which possesses a mirror symmetry plane bisecting the
dithiolium ring. The C3–C4 and C3–C5 distances become identical at this stage
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Figure 4.5: Structures of selected transition states and intermediate involved in the
intramolecular cycloaddition of compound 123.
(3.01 A˚) and they are within the van der Waals contact distance. Intermediate
123-IM1 undergoes another transition state 123-TS2 in which the dithiolium ring
is bent towards the C3 carbon to allow orbital interactions between pi(C4–C5)
and p(C3). Essentially, the second transition state 123-TS2 leads to a relatively
stable intermediate 123-IM2. It is worth noting that the potential energy surface
connecting the three stationary points (123-TS1, 123-IM1, and 123-TS2) is very
shallow, with their Gibbs free energies differing by less than 1.0 kcal/mol. This
energetics feature suggests that intermediate 123-IM1 would be formed at a very fast
rate once the first transition state 123-TS1 decomposes. Although it is theoretically
predicted to be a stepwise cycloaddition mechanism, experimental exploration of this
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mechanism would be very challenging. The second intermediate 123-IM2 possesses
a cage-like structure similar to that of 123-IM1, and from this point the reaction
path is bifurcated. In the first approach (Path A, Figure 4.4, bond breaking at
C3–C4 takes place to generate a transition state 123-TS3 (∆G‡ =5.93 kcal/mol),
through which the product 123-P is directly formed. The second pathway begins
with bond breaking at C1–S7 first, which is energetically more demanding (∆G‡ =
56.47 kcal/mol) and therefore not likely to happen in the actual reaction.
The DTF investigations on the two model compounds 122 and 123 have yielded
two different mechanisms for the intramolecular alkyne-dithiolium cycloaddition,
concerted and stepwise. In the case of monoyne 122, a concerted cycloaddition
transition state is necessary to gain stabilization from the orbital interactions between
the C=C pi bond (donor) of the dithiolium and the empty p orbital (acceptor) on its
alkyne counterpart. To arrive at the concerted transition state, the dithiolium ring
is distorted which hence raises the strain energy within the molecule. The energy
cost here makes the energy barrier relatively high and not so easy to overcome.
It also accounts for the asynchronicity in the bond forming process. For diyne
123 the energetically demanding concerted transition state is averted owing to the
contribution of the additional C–C triple bond. Through a resonance effect, the
alkynyl p orbital offers stabilization to a Prins-type cyclization transition state that
does not suffer from much strain energy as well. The theoretical results concur
with the experimental observation that the diyne was much easier to cyclize than
monoyne. With the theoretical models, it is also reasonable to assume that alkynyl
groups directly connected to other pi-units (alkenes, arenes, etc.) should also have
enhanced reactivity due to similar resonance effects. Further investigations on the
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intramolecular cycloaddition between dithiolium and other 1,3-dipolarophiles are
current underway.
4.3 Experimental Procedures
Chemicals were purchased from commercial suppliers and used directly without
purification. All reactions were conducted in standard, dry glassware and under
air. Evaporation and concentration were carried out with a rotary evaporator. Flash
column chromatography was performed with 240-400 mesh silica gel, and thin-layer
chromatography (TLC) was carried out with silica gel F254 covered on plastic sheets
and visualized by UV light. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were measured on a Bruker
Avance III 300 MHz multinuclear spectrometer. Chemical shifts (δ) are reported
in ppm downfield relative to the signals of the internal reference SiMe4 or residual
solvents (CHCl3: H = 7.24 ppm, C =77.2 ppm; CH2Cl2: H = 5.32 ppm, C = 54.0
ppm). Coupling constants (J ) are given in Hz. Infrared spectra (IR) were recorded
on a Bruker Alfa spectrometer. High resolution APCI-TOF MS analysis was done on
a GCT premier Micromass Technologies instrument. Compounds 115 and 117were
prepared by the methods we reported previously.
Synthesis of 118
Compound 117 (0.22 g, 0.36 mmol) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (25 mL) and the
solution cooled down to -20 ◦C. To this solution was added TFA (0.25 g, 1.4 mmol,
0.17 mL) dropwise. The solution was observed to quickly change its color from
yellow to dark red. The mixture was stirred at -20 ◦C for 5 min, then a solution
of iodine (0.091 g, 0.36 mmol) dissolved in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) was slowly added into
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the reaction vessel through an addition funnel. After the addition of TFA was
complete, the reaction was stirred at -20 ◦C for another 10 min. The reaction
mixture was then quenched by a saturated aqueous NaHCO3 solution and a saturated
aqueous Na2S2O3 solution. The organic layer was separated, dried over anhydrous
MgSO4, and evaporated under vacuum. The residue was subjected to silica column
chromatography (CH2Cl2/hexanes, 2:3) to afford compound 118 (0.12 g, 0.19 mmol,
54%) as a red solid. The 1H and 13C NMR data were consistent with those reported
previously.
Synthesis of 119
Compound 117 (21 mg, 0.034 mmol) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) and
the solution was cooled down to -20 ◦C. To this solution was added TFA (12
mg, 0.10 mmol, 0.0081 mL) dropwise via a microsyringe. The solution was
observed to quickly change its color from yellow to dark red. The mixture was
stirred at -20 ◦C for another 5 min and then quenched by a saturated aqueous
NaHCO3 solution (30 mL). The organic layer was separated, dried over anhydrous
MgSO4, and evaporated under vacuum. The residue was subjected to silica column
chromatography (CH2Cl2/hexanes, 2:3) to afford compound 119 (17 mg, 0.028 mmol,
81%) as a red solid. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) d 7.96 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H), 7.59
(d, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H), 7.42 (d, J = 1.1 Hz, 1H), 7.39 (d, J = 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.22–7.09
(m, 4H), 6.26 (s, 1H), 2.67 (s, 3H), 2.48 (s, 3H), 2.42 (s, 3H), 2.15 (s, 3H) ppm; 13C
NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) 214.8, 157.1, 154.6, 149.0, 147.2, 138.2, 128.6, 127.2, 125.4,
125.0, 120.3, 120.1, 112.9, 111.5, 108.2, 100.5, 47.6, 35.5, 34.2, 30.2, 23.5, 21.1, 17.8,
16.0, 14.6, 10.9, 0.5 ppm; FTIR (neat) 3052, 2986, 2915, 2184, 1561, 1396, 1263 cm−1;
HRMS (APPI-TOF, positive mode) m/z calcd for C28H22S8 613.9487, found 614.9501
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[M + H]+.
Synthesis of 116
Compound 116 was prepared from compound 115 reacted with excess amount of
TMEDA. Compound 116 (0.18 g, 0.53 mmol) and K2CO3 (0.22 g, 1.6 mmol) were
mixed in THF/methanol (15 mL /15 mL) and stirred at room temperature for 30
min. After the reaction, the solvent was removed by the rotary evaporator to obtain a
yellow powder. The residual was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (40 mL), washed with H2O and
dried with anhydrous MgSO4 for 20 min. The MgSO4 was then removed by filtration.
CuI (0.30 g, 1.6 mmol) and TMEDA (0.25 g, 2.1 mmol, 0.32 mL) were dissolved in
CH2Cl2 (10 mL). After all CuI was dissolved, the mixed solution was slowly added
into the previous solution from the hydrolysis. The TMSA (0.73 g, 7.4 mmol, 1.056
mL) was added dropwise into the solution. The mixture was stirred under air at room
temperature overnight. The solution was washed with H2O and dried with anhydrous
MgSO4. The MgSO4 was removed by filtration and the solvent was removed by rotary
evaporator. The crude product was purified by silica column chromatography (ethyl
acetate/hexane, 1:49) to obtain yellow oil-like compound 116 (0.066 g, 0.18 mmol ,
34%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.49 (dd, J = 7.7, 1.9 Hz, 1H), 7.41–7.30 (m,
2H), 7.10 (dd, J = 14.3, 2.0 Hz, 1H), 6.92 (s, 1H), 2.44 (d, J = 16.1 Hz, 6H), 2.44
(d, J = 16.1 Hz, 6H), 0.25 (s, 9H) ppm; 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 139.6, 136.0,
134.5, 129.7, 128.5, 125.9, 125.5, 119.6,112.6, 92.4, 88.2, 19.5, 19.3 ppm; FTIR (neat)
3054, 2955, 2971, 2198, 2096, 1943, 1697, 1560, 1550, 1489, 1417, 1246 cm−1; HRMS
(APPI-TOF, positive) m/z calculated for C19H20S4Si 404.0217, found 405.0290 [M +
H]+.
Synthesis of 120 and 121
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Compound 116 (0.029 g, 0.078 mmol) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) to form
a dark brown solution. The mixture was cool down to -20 ◦C. Then TFA (0.027
g, 0.23 mmol, 0.018 mL) was added dropwise into the solution, the solution turns
into red immediately once the TFA was added. The reaction was followed by TLC.
All the starting material was reacted after 5 mins. The excess amount of TFA was
removed by saturated NaHCO3 solution (30 mL), and the product was dried with
anhydrous MgSO4 for 20 min. The MgSO4 was removed by filtration and solvent
removed using a rotars evaporator. The crude product was adark red powder and
was further purified by the silica column chromatography (CH2Cl2/hexane, 1:2) to
give two major product compound 120 (0.014 g, 47%) 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3)
δ 7.96 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 7.60 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.34 (d, J = 33.6 Hz, 2H), 4.83
(s, 1H), 2.80 (s, 3H), 1.61 (s, 3H), 0.37 (s, 9H) ppm; 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3)
δ 214.7, 177.1, 154.6, 147. 2, 138.2, 128.5, 127.2, 125.4, 120.1, 108.2, 106.1, 100.5,
47.6, 30.2, 21.1, 10.9, 0.5 ppm; FTIR (neat) 2954, 2918, 2851, 2147, 1390, 1259, 1180
cm−1; HRMS (APPI-TOF, positive) m/z calculated for C19H20S4Si 404.0217, found
405.0282 [M + H]+; and compound 121 (0.0058 g, 23%) 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3)
δ 8.04 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.48 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.37 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H), 7.29
(d, J = 1.2 Hz, 1H), 7.24 (d, J = 1.2 Hz, 1H), 3.83 (s, 2H), 2.80 (s, 3H), 0.37 (s,
9H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 214.8, 152.3, 145.9, 138.8, 127.4, 126.3, 125.1,
120.20, 113.1, 108.1, 100.8, 100.4, 35.6, 30.1, 21.0, 0.4 ppm; FTIR (neat) 3047, 2955,
2852, 2144, 1465, 1384, 1310, 1261, 1180, 1161cm−1; HRMS (APPI-TOF, positive)
m/z calculated for C18H18S3Si 358.0340, found 359.0382 [M + H]
+.
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4.4 Computational Details
The molecular structures of the reactants, transitions states, and intermediates were
optimized by the DFT calculations at the B3LYP level of theory.202,203 The 6-31+G(d)
basis set204 was used for all atoms. Frequency calculations were performed at the same
level of theory to identify all the stationary points as energy minima (zero imaginary
frequencies) or transition states (one imaginary frequencies). An IRC analysis was
performed to confirm that all the stationary points were smoothly connected to
one another. All the DFT calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 D.01
package, and Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis was done using the NBO6 module
included in the Gaussian 09 D.01 package.205 The optimized molecular structures were
plotted using CYLview206 and the natural bond orbitals were visualized by GaussView
5.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Overall, this thesis work mainly addresses the synthesis and properties of a certain
class of polyarene-based pi-conjugated systems, which show interesting photochemical
and redox properties. Detailed conclusions are summarized as follows:
In Chapter 2, a series of Ar4 –AQs was synthesized and characterized.
Their detailed photocyclization reactivity and mechanisms were investigated
by NMR analysis. DDQ was proven to be an efficient promoter for the
photocyclodehydrogenation of most Ar4 –AQs. However, for electron-donor
substituted Ar4 –AQs, intramolecular charge transfer reactions could occur between
electron-donor substituted Ar4 –AQs and DDQ, which hinder the photocyclization
pathway. For the tetrachloro-substituted Ar4 –AQ, PCDHC was observed to
occur much faster than photocyclodehydrogenation when there was no base to
participate in the reaction. When there was a base present, only PCDHC was
observed. Also, this part of my investigation for the first time demonstrates
that photocyclodehydrogenation of Ar4 –AQ units embedded in solid-state polymer
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networks is possible. The finding offers opportunities for the design and development
of photo-responsive solid state materials in our future work.
In Chapter 3, a new class of cross-linked polymer networks using Ph4 –AQ 98 and
p-phenylenediamine as building blocks was designed and investigated. The new class
of cross-linked polymer networks was synthesized through Schiff base condensation.
Experimental results showed that the quality of the resulting cross-linked polymers
was greatly affected by reaction conditions, such as reaction temperature, heating
method, and reaction time. The reaction conditions need to be carefully controlled
to obtain ordered crystalline microporous networks. Moreover, The polymerization
reactions between compound 98 and m-phenylenediamine/o-phenylenediamine did
not produce good-quality cross-linked polymers. It has been confirmed that the
molecular shape of the diamine building block is another key factor to the formation
of microporous polymer networks.
In Chapter 4, the detailed mechanism of an intramolecular alkyne–dithiolium
cycloaddition was investigated by a joint theoretical and experimental approach.
Experimental results indicated that protonation on the vinyl group adjacent to
the dithiole ring is an indispensable step to activate the dithiole group to form
a reactive dithiolium ion. DFT calculations showed that two model compounds
122 and 123 undergo two different mechanisms for the intramolecular alkyne-
dithiolium cycloaddition; that is, concerted and stepwise mechanisms. In the case
of monoyne 122, the reaction undergoes a concerted cycloaddition transition state
to gain stabilization from the orbital interactions between the C=C pi bond of the
dithiolium and the empty p orbital on its alkyne counterpart. The dithiolium ring
is bent to a certain extent in order to form the concerted transition state and hence
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raises the strain energy within the molecule. Thus the energy barrier in this case
is relatively high. For the case of diyne 123, the energetically demanding concerted
transition state is averted owing to the contribution of the additional C–C triple
bond. Through the resonance effect, the alkynyl p orbital offers stabilization to a
Prins-type cyclization transition state that does not suffer from significant strain
energy as well. The theoretical results concur with the experimental observation that
the diyne was much easier to cyclize than the monoyne. With the theoretical models,
it is also reasonable to assume that alkynyl groups directly connected to other p-units
(alkenes, arenes, etc.) should also have enhanced reactivity due to similar resonance
effects.
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Chapter 6
Perspectives
After the first discovery of TTF-based organic conductors by Fred Wudl and co-
workers in 1970, TTF has attracted enormous attention in materials science and
technology.76 In the family of TTFs, a class of pi-extended TTF analogues, namely
TTFVs, are excellent organic electron donors and widely used as redox-active building
blocks in various pi-conjugated systems in the past ten years.113–120,127,135,165–173 There
has been lots of TTFV-based pi-conjugated molecular and macromolecular materials
reported over the past few years, such as stimuli-responsive conjugated polymers,
fluorescent molecular tweezers, redox-active ligands, shape-persistent macrocycles,
molecular rotors.82,141,174–176. Most of these TTFV polymers were prepared through
Sonogashira cross-coupling or other coupling reactions. As mentioned in Chapters
1 and 4, TTFVs can be obtained from dithiafulvenes through a straightforward
oxidative dimerization reaction.128,136–140 However, TTFV polymers prepared from
the oxidative dimerization reaction are rare. This may because that as the size of the
polymer grows, the radical cation intermediates become stabilized by the resonance.
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Thus preparation of large TTFV polymers by oxidative dimerization reaction is rather
difficult.
Scheme 6.1: TTFVs polymers prepared from the oxidative dimerization reaction.
As shown in Scheme 6.1, a TTFV-naphthalene co-polymer 126 is expected to
be produced from oxidative polymerization of precursor 125. In the literature, a
synthetic method for the dialdehyde compound 124 has been reported. With 124, an
olefination reaction with thione can possibly yield compound 125. Preliminary efforts
toward this synthesis were made, in which compound 124 and 2.5 equiv of thione
were dissolve in P(OMe)3, stirred and heated at 110
◦C. The reaction was monitored
by TLC and MS analysis. TLC results showed that a very polar compound was
formed during the reaction, and MS data confirmed that only 1 equiv of the thione
was reacted with the dialdehyde to form the mono-olefinated product. Reaction of
a second equiv of thione reacted was found to be very difficult. Modifications of
reaction temperature, reaction time, and use of P(OEt)3 instead of P(OMe)3 have
been tried, but the results showed only minor differences. Overcoming this problem
is a worthy target for the future work.
As discussed in Chapter 4, monoyne compound 122 and diyne compound 123
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can undergo unusual intramolecular alkyne-dithiolium cycloaddition. Based on these
results, an interesting research topic arises; that is, will longer polynes (e.g., triyne,
tetrayne) undergo similar reaction?
Scheme 6.2: Attempted synthesis of tetrayne compound 127 from diyne precursor
116.
As shown in Scheme 6.2, preparation of tetrayne compound 127 was attempted
starting with diyne compound 116 by Cu(I)-mediated homocoupling reaction. In
the experiment, compound 116 and K2CO3 were dissolved in a mixed solvent of
THF/MeOH and stirred at rt for 20 min. The reaction mixture was then concentrated
under vacuum. The residue was dissolved in CH2Cl2, washed with H2O, dried with
anhydrous MgSO4 and filtered to remove inorganic salts. CuI was dissolved in CH2Cl2,
added to the organic layer and stirred for 5 h. Then the mixture was washed with
H2O, dried with anhydrous MgSO4, and concentrated under vacuum. The crude
product was purified by silica column chromatography to give homocoupled product
127 as a pale brown solid. However the product was found to be unstable. It
decomposed quickly after purification, yielding a dark purple colored solid. The reason
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for the instability is likely due to the facile solid-state topochemical polymerization
of tetraynes. So, in future work, the issue of stability of 127 needs to be addressed.
One possible solution to this problem is to keep the tetrayne product in the solution
phase to prevent quick decomposition.
Finally, one of the objectives of this thesis work is to explore the possibility of
synthesizing TBC derivatives by photocyclization of the corresponding Ar4 –AQs.
TBC-based molecules are very interesting pi-conjugated materials and have intriguing
application in advanced electronic devices such as organic semiconductors. So far, all
the Ar4 –AQ compounds examined in this thesis work underwent photocyclization
to give only half-cyclized products. How to further promote the photocyclization to
yield TBC products is still a challenging task and need more investigations. It is
believed that better understanding of the detailed photochemical mechanisms of the
photocyclization of Ar4 –AQs will of great benefit to the future work in this direction.
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Appendix: NMR Spectra of New
Compounds
169
Figure 1: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 99.
170
Figure 2: 13H NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 99.
171
Figure 3: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 101.
172
Figure 4: 13H NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 101.
173
Figure 5: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 102.
174
Figure 6: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 103.
175
Figure 7: 13H NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 103.
176
Figure 8: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 104.
177
Figure 9: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 105.
178
Figure 10: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 116.
179
Figure 11: 13H NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 116.
180
Figure 12: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 119.
181
Figure 13: 13H NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 119.
182
Figure 14: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 120.
183
Figure 15: 13H NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 120.
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Figure 16: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 121.
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Figure 17: 13H NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum for compound 121.
186
Figure 18: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) monitoring the photocyclodehydrogenation
of compound 98 in the presence of DDQ at various reaction times.
187
Figure 19: 1H NMR (300 MHz, acetone-d6) monitoring the PCDHC of compound 99
in the presence of K2CO3 at various reaction times.
188
Figure 20: 1H NMR
(300 MHz, CD2Cl2) spectrum shows the photocyclodehydrogenation of compound
93 to obtain compound 109.
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